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ABSTRACT
Temper embrittlement has, been studied in samples tempered at different 
temperatures and for varying times to produce the same hardness (190VPN)
and different hardness levels with different types of carbide. The
v o ;
specimens have been embrittled by isothermal ageing at 500 C for times up 
to 5,000 hrs. The embrittlement has been characterised by Charpy impact 
testing to determine the ductile-brittle transition temperature together 
with hardness testing. Types of carbides have been identified from energy 
dispersive X-ray (EDAX) spectra using carbon extraction replicas and their 
relative presence determined from transmission electron micrographs.
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) analysis has been used to monitor the 
change in grain boundary composition after ageing treatment.
This study shows that types of carbides and their relative presence in 
the steel have a marked effect on temper embrittlement. The results 
indicate that I^C and I^C^, which are molybdenum-rich carbides, control 
the embrittling process. This is in agreement with the AES results that 
embrittlement is caused by the segregation of phosphorus to grain boundaries 
which, in turn, are controlled by the concentration of molybdenum and 
chromium in solid solution and/or in carbides. Chromium was found to be 
segregated at the grain boundaries and it appears to enhance the 
segregation of phosphorus; whereas molybdenum was not found to be 
segregated together with phosphorus to grain boundaries.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tamper embrittlement is the name given to the progressive reduction in 
toughness of alloy steels due to exposure to temperature in the range 
of 350 to 550°C. This phenomenon is of major concern in equipment such 
as pressure vessels which must operate for long times in the critical 
temperature range or which are cooled slowly through this range during 
manufacture. However, the understanding of the problem has recently 
been enhanced by the demonstration that the segregation of specific 
impurities such as antimony, tin, arsenic and phosphorus to grain 
boundaries is responsible for temper embrittlement. Furthermore, it has 
been shown that the partitioning of these impurities at the grain 
boundaries depends on the alloying elements, namely chromium, molybdenum, 
and/or nickel, present in the alloy steels. However, the effect of these 
elements on the embrittlement process is very complex because they can 
influence the impurity segregation and some of them are also carbide 
formers. The role of carbide and their morphology on the temper embrittlement 
process is still not fully understood. Yu and McMahon‘S have shown that 
in Z^Cr-lMo steel, the formation of I^C carbides can enhance the degree 
of embrittlement, while the formation of MyC^ carbides can reduce it. But 
they have not discussed the effect of carbide particles at the grain boundaries 
as compared with those within the grains. Thus the object of the present 
work is to study the effect of types of carbides, both at grain boundaries 
and within the grains, on the temper embrittlement of a commercial 
24Cr-lMo steel. In order to facilitate this study, tempering conditions 
have been selected which resulted in the same hardness for microstructures 
containing different types of carbides.
2. LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 TEMPERING OF STEELS
2.1.1 Introduction
After quenching from austenitising temperatures, 30-50°C above Ac^*, 
the structure of steels transforms from austenite (FCC) to a phase 
called martensite (body-centred tetragonal), which is a distorted form 
of a body-centered cubic structure, and hence may be regarded as a 
supersaturated solid solution of carbon in a - iron. The presence 
of martensite in a quenched steel, while greatly increasing its hardness 
and ultimate tensile strength (UTS), renders the steel to be brittle.
Because of this undesirable property, a further heat treatment, known 
as tempering, is required after quenching in order to improve toughness 
of the quenched steel. The purpose of tempering is therefore to relieve 
quenching stresses due to lattice distortions and to reduce brittleness.
The toughness of a tempered steel depends to a large extent on the nature, 
size and distribution of carbides dispersed in the matrix and at grain 
boundaries. The effects of tempering are mainly due to changes which occur 
in these carbides on heating. Carbide-forming alloy elements, such as 
chromium and molybdenum, profoundly affect the tempering reaction and 
are used, in addition to improving hardenability, to increase tempering 
resistance so that higher tempering temperatures may be used, thereby 
improving the toughness of the steel without seriously weakening it.
These alloying additions form stable carbides on tempering, at. the 
expense of cementite.
2.1.2 Carbide Formation on Tempering Low Alloy Steels
Typically, several carbides will occur sequentially in an alloy steel during
12a given heat treatment * . However, the type of carbide particles which 
will form depends on the type of alloy and the heat treatment applied. For 
example, the sequence of carbide particles for a quenched and tempered steel
at certain temperatures and times will not be same as that for an alloy 
isothermally transformed at that temperature for the same time. The 
present review is concerned with carbides formed during tempering of a 
Z\ Cr- IMo steel.
In the early stages of tempering of the martensite structure the trapped
carbon in the supersaturated solid solution diffuses through the lattice
3
and precipitates as iron carbide particles . This precipitation will 
relieve the strains within the lattice and cause the hardness and 
brittleness of the steel to be reduced. This diffusion process can 
commence at temperatures above 200°C, but at this temperature the rate 
of diffusion is extremely slow. An increase in the temperature will cause 
an increase in diffusion and precipitation rates, thus increasing the 
extent of softening. At temperatures up to 450°C the precipitated carbide 
particles are much too fine to be resolved under an optical microscope. 
Their presence can however by detected by scanning transmission electron 
microscopy (STEM)^.
At higher tempering temperatures the type of carbide particles formed
depends on the type of alloying elements present in the steels. In the
case of the 24Cr-lMo steel, in which chromium and molybdenum are the
major alloying elements, about six different types of carbides can be 
12detected ’ , namely- e carbide (epsilon carbide), M^C (cementite), M2C,
MyC3, ^23^6* an^  ^ 6 *^ The last four carbides may contain correspondingly 
higher concentrations of alloying elements. In these carbides M stands 
for either iron, chromium or molybdenum or combinations of two or three 
of them, i.e.
M^C — * (Fe,Cr)3C ; MyC^ — * (Cr,Fe,Mo)yC3; M^C^ (Fe,Cr,Mo)23C6 ;
M2C — ■* (Mo,Cr,Fe)2C ; and M^c — * (Mo,Fe,Cr)^C. The first systematic
work carried out to study the precipitation processes during tempering
in the 2jCr-lMo steel is that due to Baker and Nutting the results
2 5-10
of which are reproduced in Figure 1. Subsequent studies ’ carried 
out on this steel have in the main confirmed the findings of Baker and 
Nutting.
The structural changes occurring during tempering can be considered to
take place in several stages. In the primary stage (at low temperatures),
fine particles of a close packed hexagonal carbide phase (e-carbide)
of the composition of aboutFe2 precipitates with corresponding formation
of a low carbon martensite. This low carbon martensite grows at the
expense of the high carbon martensite until the structure consists of
retained austenite, e-carbide and martensite of reduced tetragonality.
During the second stage of tempering, any retained austenite in the
steel begins to transform isothermally to bainite. While the third stage
is marked by the formation of cementite platelets. These changes are
accompanied by an increase in the total amount of carbide particles
present and are thought to be a consequence of the transformation of
e-carbide to cementite. This transformation takes place in situ^, perhaps,
11in a manner similar to that suggested by Jack . Cementite is an 
1
unstable carbide and tends to transform to other more stable carbides
at higher temperatures. After the transformation of e-carbide to
cementite the martensite loses its remaining tetragonality and becomes
BCC ferrite. As a result of this transformation, the final structure of
the steel after tempering at temperatures below 500°C consists of cementite
12ferrite and bainite. In 1973 Jack et al explained why e-carbide and 
cementite can nucleate most easily and precipitate at the lower temperatures 
and shortest tempering times. According to them, the formation of e-carbide 
and cementite is comparatively easy in the early stages of tempering,
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because their formation involves clustering of the mobile carbon atoms
and only small local rearrangements of iron atoms without extensive 
diffusion of the substitutional alloying elements. On further tempering,
of the substitutional alloying elements is fast enough. Alloy carbides 
can either nucleate seperately in the matrix or they can nucleate at the 
cementite-ferrite interface. In both cases the cementite rapidly 
disappears, since it is less stable with respect to the alloy carbides. 
The first alloy carbides to form are also metastable with respect to 
either M23^  or M C^. The sequence of carbide formation in the 2jCr-lMo 
steel on tempering is as follows^
In bainite:
other types of carbides begin to form in both regions, i.e. in ferrite 
and bainite. The formation of alloy carbides occurs only at higher 
temperatures, i.e. > 500°C*,‘^ , because at these temperatures diffusion
e - carbide 1 ,m 3c
In ferrite:
According to Baker and Nutting*, the first carbide particles to form
in the 2}Cr-lMo steel during tempering are thermodynamically unstable
2 8 13and give way to other carbides. They, and other workers * 9 , found
%
that the equilibrium microstructure consists of a ferrite matrix
containing and M^C precipitates, but the reaction sequence by which
the equilibrium microstructure is obtained is different in bainite and in
proeutectoid ferrite. In .proeutectoid ferrite, the first carbide which
14 15precipitates is l^C. Initially it forms rather slowly * until at
higher temperatures and/or longer tempering times it transforms to
M^C without the formation of the various intermediate carbides. In
bainite, on the other hand, a complex reaction sequence takes place with
M^C precipitating first from the e-carbide*. The M^C initially formed during
tempering of bainites, containing high percentages of carbide forming 
16 T7elements * , tends to change gradually to more stable alloy carbides
as shown above. The rate at which the changes take place is governed,
to some extent, by the rate of diffusion of carbon, but more importantly
by the rate of diffusion of the alloying elements in the bainite. At
low temperatures the diffusion rates are too low to enable the composition
of the carbides to change significantly within normal tempering times.
The change to alloy carbides, therefore, occurs only at higher tempering
temperatures or on prolonged treatments at intermediate temperatures.
18According to Natesan et al the transformation stages 1 to 4 are
relatively fast at high temperatures leaving a mixture of M7C3 , ^23^6
and M^ C. The replacement of M^C and by the more stable carbides
15 19is faster in bainite * than in proeutectoid ferrite. In the case of
alloy carbides is the first molybdenum based carbide to form, because .
20of its relatively low nucleation energy . carbide starts to form
first instead of M^C^, or M^C, because of a strong carbide forming
18
tendency of molybdenum . Apart from that the formation of is by
seperate nucleation1, but MyC^, '^23^5 M^C form by nucleation at
1 2 18carbide particles already present * * . Furthermore, any attempt
to classify these carbides by their characteristic morphology can be
misleading since the same carbide can occur in the same steel with a
variety of forms, i.e. can occur as fine needles, filaments or coarse
equiaxed globules depending on whether it is nucleated (a) within a
ferrite grain, (b) behind a moving austenite-ferrite interface, or (c)
at a dislocation or grain boundary. The formation of fringes of
carbide at the interfaces between the pearlite/bainite and ferrite can be
14explained as follows : when the last retained austenite is just about 
to transform to pearlite or bainite, there exists a significance concentration 
of molybdenum in the most recently formed ferrite and carbon in the 
remaining austenite, thus providing conditions for the formation of 
at the interface. In the case of MyC^, Baker and Nutting^ " found that 
MyC^ nucleates in the vicinity of M^C, probably at the interface between 
the carbide and ferrite.
21Generally, the and M^C carbides are found at grain boundaries .
These carbides grow rapidly at the expense of other carbides. From the
analysis carried out by Baker and Nutting^ it is apparent that, although
the and M^C form at the expense of I^C, there was no subsequent
fall in molybdenum content, in the carbides. This result shows that
molybdenum is present in In the case of M^C carbide, recent
9 13studies V have indicated that a final carbide phase, designated eta- 
carbide, may have a composition closer to M^C rather than M^C. The 
reason why M^C rather than M^C is formed is stated to be due to the 
fact that atoms of silicon and oxygen are taken into the lattice of 
the carbide thus reducing the metal to carbon ratio.
Also much attention has been paid to the orientation relationship between
12 22 23carbides and the matrix * ’ • A given relationship is established
during the earliest stage of nucleation and for the close-packed
*
carbides such as e-carbide, and , there seems to be a general rule 
for the orientation relationship between the precipitate and both 
ferrite and austenite. The octahedron of the metal atoms surrounding 
the carbon in the carbide corresponds to the octahedron of metal atoms 
around carbon in austenite or ferrite. In all cases this leads to 
distortion because the alloying atoms are of different size to that of 
iron. In ferrite there are additional distortions because the unfilled 
octahedron of iron atoms is not regular - it has tetragonal symmetry and 
becomes cubic only when filled by a carbon atom. Hence, slightly 
different relationships have been proposed for the precipitation of the
hexagonal close-packed e-iron carbide and N^ C. But these differ only
o 24by a rotation of 5 about one axis .
For fine precipitates with interfaces coherent with the matrix, a
particular morphology can be explained on the basis that elastic strain
25 26must be minimised. Tekin and Kelly and Keown and Whiteman have
indicated that such particles will grow in the direction of minimum
mismatch with the matrix. For the close-packed hexagonal carbides these
directions may vary, since different carbides have different unit-cell
dimensions.
2.1.3 Embrittlement Phenomena in Low Alloy Steels Induced by Tempering
Since tempering treatment affects the microstructure and therefore the 
mechanical properties of a given steel, an improper heat treatment can 
result in a steel to be susceptible to brittle fracture. Some low alloy
steels, when tempered at a given temperature range (250-450°C),
become embrittled and the effect is known as temper martensite
embrittlement (TME) or 350°C embrittlement^*^*. The chief
%
characteristics of TME is that the room temperature impact energy
(the upper shelf energy) shows a minimum and DBTT a maximum at a
tempering temperature of about 350°C. The degree of embrittlement
depends on the alloy composition, the microstructure and the content 
29-34of trace elements . Also TME is irreversible e.g. if the tempering 
temperature is raised above the critical range, the DBTT is lowered.
TME cannot be induced by further tempering at the lower temperature, 
due to the irreversible change in the strength of the matrix. But
33 34 36the steel may be embrittled by the segregation of trace impurities * '
(see figure 2).
%wa
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Figure 2..
The embrittlement is frequently associated with an increase in
35hardness and strength , and this in turn depends on the tempering
treatments. As the tempering temperature rises, the strength decreases,
22
the DBTT decreases and the upper shelf energy increases. Sanderson
lias reported that, the main contribution to the strength or
softening, which can affect the DBTT, in the steel appears to be
27the precipitation of carbides. Subsequently Edwards and Little 
found that the maximum in the TME in a 12$ Cr steel coincided with 
tempering treatments resulting in the Cr^C^ and M£X transformation 
to M23^  carbide.
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38cracking are also very important. But the phenomena of these types 
of embrittlement are not part of the present study.
2.2 TIMUR IMBKriTLlMliNT
2.2.1 Introduction
Temper embrittlement can be defined as brittleness that results when certain
alloy steels are held within or cooled slowly through, a certain temperature
range, usually 350 to 550°C. The brittleness is revealed by a notched bar
impact test the results of which show a shift in the ductile-brittle transition
temperature (DBTT), towards higher temperatures. There have been reported
in literature severe cases of temper embrittlement, same of which have
o 29
increased the DBTT more than 500 C . So far all evidence has been 
that temper embrittlement is a phenomenon which occurs in alloy steels 
and affects the notch toughness characteristics of these steels only.
The phenomenon of temper embrittlement has been known for over 50 years.
39According to Howe , the use of water quenching after tempering, to avoid 
embrittlement on cooling was used by blacksmiths as early as 1883, and was 
known as 'water annealing’. However, the turning point of temper 
embrittlement was not until the first world war, i.e. between 1914 to 1918, 
when large quantities of alloy steels were used for armour and ordnance.
At that time temper embrittlement received serious attention and the first
paper on temper embrittlement was published by Bearley^ in 1917, which was
41 4? 43followed by Dickenson in the same year. In 1919, Greaves and his co-wDrkers*
published experimental data on temper embrittlement. The method used by
the investigators in studying the problem was to compare the room temperature
impact results obtained after different treatments. At that time,
'susceptibility ratio' was used to measure the degree of embrittlement and
the susceptibility to temper embrittlement was expressed as a ratio of
notched bar impact result of a water quenched 'sample to that of furnace
cooled after tempering from 650°C.
Although there was a large quantity of experimental data the cause of 
temper embrittlement was still not understood. In fact there was 
disagreement between the investigators studying this problem. Later 
in 1925, Greaves and Jones^ reported that the embrittlement could be 
reduced or removed by the addition of molybdenum. As a result of this 
finding, the problem of temper embrittlement became less important from 
the practical point of view. Nevertheless, the experimental work had 
continued.
45
In 1944, Jolivet and Vidal reported that the 'susceptibility ratio1
as a measure of embrittlement was unsatisfactory for studying temper
embrittlement. According to Jolivet and Vidal, the fundamental
characteristic of temper embrittlement was the shift of the DBTT curve to
higher temperatures. They reported that the fracture energy of notched
bar impact specimens of ferritic steels varied with testing tenperature
(Figure 3), and that the use of the 'susceptibility ratio* could be
misleading, as illustrated in Figure 4. Since then the change in.DBTT
has been used as a measure of the susceptibility of an alloy steel to
temper embrittlement. The dependence of notched bar impact results on
46testing tonperature had in fact been known for some time before 1944 .
Hoover, the significance of these results in relation to temper embrittlement
was not realised until the publication of Jolivet and Vidal's paper. The
47first review of temper embrittlement was published by Hollomon in 1946.
In 1951 Mal’oof^ used X-ray diffraction and electron microscopy in 
studying tanper embrittlement. Mai oof showed electron micrographs for 
Ni-Cr steels with and without temper embrittlement, which had been etched 
in the Zephiran Chloride reagent, showing grain boundary attack in the 
temper embrittled specimens.
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Figure 3. Schematic variation of fracture energy in notched-bar impact 
test with testing temperature. Actual shape of curve depends 
on type of steel and test bar.
FRACTURE
ENERGY
Figure 4.
testing temperature
Low-temperature portion of Figure 3, showing how temper 
brittleness displaces this section of the curve to higher 
testing tcmperntures.
In spite of the fact that temper embrittlement has been known for
several decades, it still remained as one of the mysteries of metallurgy.
The first understanding of the problem resulted from the work of Steven
30 'and Balajiva in 1959 . Steven and Balajiva found that temper
embrittlement was peculiar to commercial steels, and that it only occurred
if certain impurity elements were present in them. Since then the topic
of temper embrittlement has become an important subject for study. Many
experimental data have been published, which were obtained by using modem
instruments, such as Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES), Transnission
Electron Microscopy (TEM), Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy
(STM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SM). Thus the problem of
temper embrittlement has gradually become better understood. Most of 
31-33the recent work on temper embrittlement has concentrated on the 
effect of alloying elements and impurities on fracture. But the method 
used to measure temper embrittlement has remained the same as before, 
i.e. the change in the transition temperature from ductile to brittle 
fracture (ADBTT).
2*2*2 Effect of Composition
29-32Studies over the last several years have shown that temper
embrittlement of 2|Cr-lMo steel and other low alloy steels is "chemistry"
dependent. The chemical compositions of steels can be classed into two
groups; alloying elements, M, (e.g. nickel, chromium, molybdenum,
manganese, silicon) and impurities, I, (e.g. phosphorous, antimony, tin
49and arsenic). A considerable number of papers, including a review 
have been published on the embrittlement of 2|Cr-lMo steel; some 
investigators showed that impurities play an important role together with 
some of the alloying elements in enhancing and preventing temper 
embrittlement.
The effects of M on temper embrittlement have been known since the work
of Greaves and Jones^. From their results, hoover, the effect of I
on temper embrittlement was still unknown. Nevertheless, they mentioned
phosphorous in so far that manganese and chromium increased the embrittlonent
susceptibility in the presence of phosphorus ' in Ni-Cr steels. Later,
they^ found that temper embrittlement could be reduced, and often
eliminated, by the addition of molybdenum. The first paper dealing
30with the effect of I was published by Steven and Balajiva , in which
they reported that I elements were responsible for the susceptibility
of steels to temper embrittlement, especially in low alloy steels. This
29 31finding has subsequently been confirmed by other workers ’
29
Low et al had shown that both alloying elements, M, and impurities, I,
had to be present at the same time in order for steels to be susceptible
to temper embrittlement (Table 1). For instance, Low et al showed that
temper embrittlement did not occur .in plain carbon steels and Ni-Cr-C
steels with no impurities. In Ni-Cr-C steels they found that before
eihbrittlemeni4hetransition temperature was -130°C and after embrittlement,
by step cooling, the DBTT had increased to -103°C and in both cases the
fracture mode was transgranular. Also, impurities, I, on their own did
not render steels susceptible to temper embrittlement, as a plain carbon
steel containing 80 ppm antimony did not appear to be susceptible to 
29
embrittlement . Thus steels which were found susceptible to temper
embrittlement contained both alloying elements, M, and impurities, I,
32
which affected grain boundaries during heat treatments, but not during 
austenrtisation treatments'"^. Rirthermore, it was found that embrittlement 
increased^ with M and I contents and with time at a given temperature.
So far the review has been concerned with the general idea of the effect 
of M and I on temper embrittlement. In order to understand this effect
Alloy ATT, °C
TT
Fracture
Mode ASTM Hardness
NE SC NE SC Structure Grain Size NE SC
Cr-Ni-C 27 -130
Steels
-103 T T TMs
X X
Containing Antimony 
(600 to 800 ppm)
4 27 27
Cr-Ni-C 695 -95 600 T I
X X
TMs ■ 4/5 26 27
C -7 -56 -63 T T
X X
TMs - 81 78
Ni-C 50 -86 -36 T 0.91
X X
TMs 9 91 90
Cr-C 48 -87 -39 T • I
X X
TMs 5/6 26 24
Ni-Cr 222 -22
Steels
200 0.9T 0.61 Ferrite
X X
Containing Phosphorus 
(500 to 600 ppm)
69 65
Cr-Ni-C 112 11 123 I I
X X
TMs 8 31 23
Ni-C 41 -92 -51 T 0.71
X X
TMs 10 17 12
Cr-C 101 -17
Steels
84 0.51 I
X X
Containing Tin 
(460 to 480 ppm)
TMs 8 31 29
Cr-Ni-C 255 -110 145 T I
X X
TMs 6 29 28
Ni-C 84 -78 6 T I 
X x
TMs 9 91 88
Cr-C 40 -94
Steels
-54 T I
X X
Containing Arsenic 
(500 to 530 ppm)
TMs 5 26 24
Cr-Ni-C 41 -124 -83 T I
X X
TMs 5 28 27
Ni-C 22 -88 -66 T T
X X
TMs 9 91 87
Cr-C 10 -97 X
HH
*
00001 TMs 7 26 24
Table 1. Effect of alloy-impurity on temper embrittlement
TT = transition temperature,ATT=increase in TT by step cooling, 
T = transgranular, I = intergranular, NE = non-embrittled,
X X
SC = embrittled by step cooling, TMs = tempered martensite.
more clearly each group of M and I elements, will be discussed 
separately (see Table 2) with particular reference to 2JCr-lMo 
commercial steels. *
2.2.2.1 Carbon
Carbon is the most important element in steels, and has a great effect 
on their mechanical properties. Its behaviour in steels is extremely 
complicated, but its most important characteristic is that it interacts 
with many alloying elements to foim precipitates. For example, it can
x
alter the m t e r a d i o n  of the M and I elements by precipitating
reactive-metals as carbides thus decreasing, appreciably, the soluble
M content in low alloy steels. For example, in the case of molybdenum^
57and titanium , the decrease in their content in solid solution due to
carbide formation resulted in enhanced embrittlement. According to 
58McMahon et al a steel with low carbon content and high molybdenum
to phosphorus ratio will have a low susceptibility to temper embrittlement
as a small proportion of molybdenum is precipitated as a carbide. But
in the presence of high carbon content such a steel is more susceptible
to temper embrittlement because of the molybdenum being precipitated as
molybdenum-rich M2C carbide, thus increasing the effect of I elements
59on the anbrittlement. In addition to this Cianelli et al showed that 
in 3.5Ni - 1.7Cr steel containing 0.2-0.41C and doped with tin ' . the 
susceptibility to temper embrittlement was high at high carbon contents. 
This is consistent with the idea^ that nickel rejection during coarsening 
of carbides at grain boundaries can accelerate embrittlement because 
the nickel enriched boundaries WDuld be regions of greatly reduced chemical 
potential for antimony and tin.
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Another effect of carbon content can be seen from the grain boundary-
59composition results (Figure 5) . From Figure 5 it can be seen that,
although the bulk tin content is the same in the high and low-carbon 
steels, the amount of tin and nickel segregated to grain boundaries is 
greater in the low carbon than in the high carbon steel in the quenched 
condition, in addition, the high carbon steel has somewhat loi^r segregation 
in the slowly-cooled condition than in the quenched condition. These 
effects are presumably due to the depletion of chromium in solid solution 
in the ferrite due to the enhanced precipitation of chromium-rich carbides.,
2.2.2.2. Chromium, Nickel, Manganese and Molybdenum
Chromium, nickel, manganese and molybdenum are the main alloying
3 X 61constituents in most steels. Previous work ’ has shown that these
elements do not render steels susceptible to temper embrittlement except
in the presence of impurities. The embrittlement is due to the
interaction between the alloying elements, M and impurities I, at the prior
29austenitic grain boundaries. This was demonstrated by Low et al 
who found that microhardness of grain boundaries of carbon free Cr-Ni-Fe 
alloy showed a small but measurable increase after embrittlement. This 
result has provided some evidence that both an alloying and impurity 
element was segregating to the grain boundaries. The presence of these 
elements was later confirmed by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) 
measurements^.
In the case of nickel, it was found that nickel is much more effective
29 60 29 59than chromium in the enhancement of segregation of antimony 9 , tin 9
29and arsenic to grain boundaries. However, in the case of phosphorus, 
chromium was found to be more potent than nickel in enhancing phosphorus
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segregation to grain boundaries and embrittlement in steels * * .
Nevertheless, nickel and chromium when present together in steels can produce
29more embrittlement than either alloying element separately
The magnitude of this difference does, however, vary greatly depending
29 ...
on the specific embrittling impurity present .
The effect of molybdenum on temper embrittlement is totally different
from that of nickel and chromium. Its effect is to suppress temper
embrittlement^’ Guttmann ^  showed that phosphorus - segregation
did not start until' about 10,000 hours at 500°C which is much later than
in molybdenum-free steel (compare Figure 6 and Figure 7). McMahon 
58et al have recently obtained the same result : in the presence of 
0.6! molybdenum, equilibrium segregation is not reached within 1000 hours 
at 500°C whereas it is obtained within 50 hours in the molybdenum-free 
steel^.
As far as other alloying elements are concerned, such as manganese,
65
Inoue , who compared the segregation of phosphorus in a 3! chromium
and a 3! manganese steel, showed that manganese itself strongly segregated
to grain boundaries and enhanced the segregation of phosphorus , but to
a somewhat lesser extent than chromium. Recently, Smith et al^ found
that by varying the manganese contents (0.2 - 0.7 wt!) of Ni-Cr steels
doped with phosphorus and antimony, a dramatic increase in the ductile
to brittle transition temperature had taken place, even, when no significant
difference in grain boundary manganese content could be detected. This
indicates that the presence of manganese enhances the segregation of
phosphorus to grain boundaries^’ ^ . A similar result was also reported 
69
by Yu and McMahon .
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2.2.2.3 Phosphorus, .Antimony, Tin and Arsenic
The segregation of phosphorus, antimony, tin and arsenic, present as 
impurities, to or away from. grain boundaries can have a very substantial
7 0  7 1 7 1
effect on the properties of steels ’ * 9 . The change in DBTT of
o 29over 100 G was observed in many commercial steels . It was widely
known that the first three of these elements (i.e. phosphorus , antimony
and tin) were chiefly responsible for temper embrittlement and that
they behaved similarly. In particular they were extremely sensitive,
especially in their segregation to grain boundaries, to alloying elements.
The main differences were (a) that phosphorus segregated appreciably
more at higher temperatures than antimony and tin in alloyed and unalloyed
steels, and (b) that it segregated in austenite, whereas the other
32 54 72two elonents did not 9. 9 . As for arsenic, its segregation energy
and affinity towards transition metals must be much smaller than that
of antimony and tin since in no case its segregation to grain boundaries
29 73could be detected, even at concentration levels as high as 400 ppm 9 ...
Bruscato^ has proposed and defined an embrittlement factor, x =
(10P + 5Sb + 4Sn + As)/100, based on the impurity content and concluded
that factor and the contents of manganese and silicon are the important
75controlling parameters of temper embrittlement. Miyano et al , subsequently
reported that the term (Mn + Si, pet) x (P + Sn, pet) has a: major influence
on the temper embrittlement susceptibility of the 2jCr - IMo steel.
31Then, Wada and Hagel showed that temper embrittlement of quenched and 
tempered 2jCr - lllo steel, produced by isothermal treatment at 480°C 
for 1000 hours, is primarily due to impurity elements, such as phosphorus 
tin, antimony and arsenic. In this case phosphorus was shown to exert
a more severe effect than antimony, tin and arsenic. In their work 
the stool which contniriod a low impurity lovol (total 33 ppm) showed 
little shift in DBIT .f\*13°C) whereas the same steel containing a higher 
impurity level (total 400 ppm) showed a greater shift, 6^5°C.
Threshold levels for the embrittling action of impurities have been
r  7 A 77
discussed by many workers * 9 , but reliable upper limits have not
been given. Fracture appearance transition temperature (FATT) tests
and mechanical property tests have been perfoimed on steels of low
76
impurity content; Ritchie et al reported embrittlement with 25 ppn
77
antimony in a Ni-Cr steel; Stephenson reported that 100 ppm tin increase 
temper embrittlement; and Schulz and McMahon^ reported embrittlement 
by 40 ppm phosphorus .
70 59
In general, for a given concentration of antimony and tin , much
more nickel will be segregated to grain boundaries than for the same
6^)amount of phosphorus % while phosphorus shows a stronger effect with 
chromium^’ However, it would appear to be impossible to assign any 
safe limits between the impurities and alloying elements in order to 
avoid temper embrittlement of commercial alloy steels. Consequently 
such steels must be considered to be inherently susceptible to same 
extent, to temper embrittlement.
2.2.3. Theories, Models and Mechanisms of Temper Embrittlement
The mechanism of temper embrittlement remained, for some time, not fully
understood, although a number of theories and models have been proposed
32 79to explain this phenomenon. Recently, Guttmann * has put forward a 
model which is believed to be capable to explain the mechanism of temper 
embrittlement. In this section sane of the more important theories and 
models will be reviewed.
2.2.3.1 Me Lean's liqui. librium Theory
80This theory originally proposed by McLean and Northcott and subsequently
Ol *
elaborated by McLean is known as "equilibrium segregation model".
According to this theory temper embrittlement is due to a segregation 
of various impurities to grain boundaries, because the solubility 
of impurities at boundaries is higher than that in the matrix. The 
driving force for the segregation is believed to be the difference in 
distortion energy caused by a solute atom within the grains and that 
at grain boundaries. These enrichment of impurities at grain boundaries 
reduces their cohesion, which results in grain boundary failure. 
Theimodynamically, this is true when elements, which lower the surface 
energy, are enriched at the surface of a grain* .^
The solubility of impurities, both in the lattice and at the grain
boundaries, is temperature dependent. Prolonged heating in the embrittlement
temperature range therefore causes a diffusion-controlled migration of
solutes and impurity atcms to the grain boundaries until an equilibrium
81state is reached. From statistical mechanics, McLean derived the 
following expression for the grain boundary equilibrium concentration,
Cgb, of solute atcms:
Cgb = Q". *> W .M V )  ....1
1 + On a exp (Q/RT)
where:
On = the concentration of the solute in the matrix 
a = the vibrational entropy factor in the grain boundary region
Q = the difference in distortion energy between the matrix and the
grain boundary 
R = the gas constant
T = the absolute temperature
while the lattice solubility obeys the equation:
Cm = 0 exp (-t^ RT) ....2
where:
3 = a constant 
H = the heat of solution.
From equations 1 and 2, one obtains
a3
Cgb = exp {-CQ-H)/RT} + sg
It follows frcm this equation that, if Q > H, the equilibrium
concentration at grain boundaries increases when the temperature is
80lowered, previously, McLean and Northcott calculated that the degree
of segregation decreased as the holding temperature increased. In
addition, McLean derived an equation for the time, t l9 required to reach
2
a grain boundary concentration equal to one half of the equilibrium 
concentration at a given temperature as:
t, = 4I 64D ....4
where:
a = the ratio of equilibrium grain boundary concentration to the
concentration of solute (impurity) in the interior of the grains
(assumed constant). 
d = thickness of the grain boundary
D = the diffusion coefficient of the solute.
However, McLean's theory failed to elucidate the influence of alloying 
elements on the temper embrittlement phenomenon. To allow for this,
S'?
Capus , has proposed a modification to McLean's equilibriun segregation
theory, and called it "double segregation theory". This theory
84is based on the observation of microsegregation of alloying elements 
in pure steels. Capus lias taken into account the effect of the main 
alloying constituents and has suggested that the main driving force 
for the segregation of impurity atoms to prior austenite grain boundaries 
is a chemical interaction with the main alloying elements which have 
previously concentrated at grain boundaries during the austenitizing 
treatment. Consequently, the impurity elements, during the onbrittling 
treatment, will segregate to the grain boundary regions of high content 
of the main alloying elements.
This theory accounts for the effects of elements like chrcmium, 
manganese and nickel, but not for molybdenum because it is known^’^  
that molybdenum decreases the rate of embrittlement. In order to 
explain this anomaly, Capus invoked the fact that molybdenum retards 
the diffusion of some impurity elements. Thus this theory has overcome 
one major objection to the equilibrium segregation theory of McLean.
2.2.3.2. Carbide-Ferrite Interface Crack Model
Temper embrittlement has often been associated with the formation of grain
boundary precipitates, mainly carbides, during embrittling heat treatments 
87Lement proposed that embrittlement during tempering is due to
88precipitation of Fe-^ C at the boundaries. Hill and Martin found thin 
lath like Fe^C precipitates on the intergranular fracture surfaces. They 
concluded that in temper embrittled steels the segregation of impurity 
elements, such as phosphorus and antimony, to prior austenite grain 
boundaries reduced the phase boundary energy sufficiently to cause 
heterogenous precipitation of lath like Fe^C precipitate.
Those promote intorgranular fracture and brittleness by further
cnricliment of the segregate around each carbide particle, roducing
their phase-boundary energy as well as the surface energy of fractured
89faces. Similar suggestion was made by Restaino and NfcMahon who 
stated that the embrittling element, such as antimony, could segregate 
to ferrite grain boundaries and ferrite-cementite/FejC interfaces and 
reduce the cohesive strength of these interfaces.
90Then Kiula and Anctil proposed that, because the solubility of the 
impurity elements, such as phosphorus ., in cementite was lower than 
in ferrite, they segregated to the cementite/ferrite shortly after the 
cementite precipitation. This transient enrichment of carbide/ferrite 
interface by impurity elements should then lead to the low energy 
fracture path, particularly, in the region of the prior austenite
grain boundaries, where the Impurity content would be higher than average.
91 90Rellick and McMahon have extended the hypothesis of Kiula and Anctil
and illustrated their model, as shown in Figure 8. Figure 8(a) represents
a grain boundary carbide in a specimen furnace cooled from the austenitic
region. A concentration gradient of impurities is build-up by rejection
from the carbides. The enrichment weakens the boundary by lowering cohesion
along the carbide-ferrite interface and is one of the reasons for
intergranular failure. -After a short time reheating at 650°C
(de-embrittlement) partial dissolution of the carbides, as well as
outwards diffusion of impurities, takes place (Figure 8(b)), and the
interface between the carbide and the ferrite becomes relatively
uncontaminated. Repeated embrittlement treatments result in precipitation
of carbides at new ferrite boundaries resulting in a new embrittlement
process (Figure 8(c)). As a result of this, the fracture path would follow
the ferrite boundaries rather than the austenite boundaries.
This model is also consistent with most aspects of temper 
embrittlement, except in certain cases where the foimation of other 
alloy carbides, such as and vould make these processes
more complex. Nevertheless, if they behave differently frcm M^C with * 
respect to their solubility for various embrittling elements and to the 
cohesive properties of the carbide-ferrite interfaces, one vould anticipate 
that the solute rejection process wuld continue in seme foim as long 
as carbides precipitate and coarsen, therefore this model is still 
applicable.
Although the interpretation of this phenomenon is still open to
discussion, it is generally accepted that temper embrittlement is
partly characterised by a weakening of the carbide-ferrite interface due
92to impurity adsorption. Recently, Joshi has directly observed 
segregation of phosphorus at the carbide surfaces using a scanning 
Auger microprobe (SAM). Unfortunately, these observations do not prove 
that interface boundary enrichment is the cause of temper embrittlement, 
but it is a clear example of enrichment by solute rejection at interface 
boundaries in low alloy steels. This mechanism together with the 
equilibrium segregation model could play an important role in the 
understanding of the temper embrittlement phenomenon.
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2.2.3.3 Dislocation Model
In most cases the dislocation model was used'd:o explain the mechanism
of temper embrittlement in iron with high sulphur content. The
mechanism was originally connected with the segregation of sulphur
93to grain boundaries of pure iron . The segregation process was
based on dislocation theory. Ainslie et al^ and Bramner et al^ ’^
proposed an increase in dislocation density by a downward climbing
mechanism due to the presence of impurities and they implied that this
could be a mechanism for temper onbrittlement. The processes can be
summarised as follows: Substitutional impurity atoms diffusing towards
a grain-boundary would be accompanied by an opposing flow of vacancies
away from the boundary. The vacancy flow would result in the multiplication
of new dislocations by the processes of "down-climb", thereby embrittling
95the grain boundaries through localised hardening .
97Fran electron microscope examination, Cahn and Hilliard have also got
the same results. They found that the specimen with high sulphur content
in the grain boundary showed a higher dislocation density in regions
several microns wide,, in the fom of a dense network which was not observed
in the sulphur-free specimens. These authors proposed that sulphur
diffused preferentially along the grain boundaries, and then into the grains.
Because the diffusion of sulphur in a-Fe is faster than that self-diffusion
of iron, so it is believed that a direct flow of vacancies towards the
grain boundary is set-up. This will cause an under saturation of vacancies
in the adjacent region and climb-down of dislocation would take place in
order to maintain the flow of vacancies. The dislocation density is
increased and so, simultaneously, is the possibility of accomodating
98sulphur atans. Westbrook and Wood proposed that the sulphur-pinned 
dislocations caused embrittlenent by a solution hardening mechanism.
99This model has been extended to carbide particles in' tcnns of 
the effect of different carbide morphologies on dislocations. Irani 
et al^, suggested a dual mechanism, involving both coarse carbide 
precipitation and higher dislocation density. A schematic representation 
of this model is given in Figure 9. In the temperature region of 
anbrittlement, the temperature is high enough for coarse carbide 
formation but too low for dislocation recovery. Consequently, the 
steel becomes embrittled due to dislocation pinning by the carbide 
particles. Such dislocation pinning, however, does not necessarily lead 
to grain-boundary failure and it is a question of definition whether or 
not this case should be classified as temper embrittlement.
2.2.3.4. Guttmann *s Equilibrium Segregation 
32Guttmann has developed a model for temper anbrittlement and called 
this model as "equilibrium segregation in a ternary solution". The role 
of alloying element M  (chromium,nickel, manganese,...) and its interaction 
with impurities I (antimony, phosphorus , tin and arsenic) have been 
taken into account by Guttmann. The interaction between M and I atoms 
is evaluated from the enthalpy of formation of the intermetal lie compounds 
(NiSb, Cr^ P, M^Sb,...) .
The major idea of this model is as follows: Owing to the very high
solute concentrations often encountered in the grain boundaries, the
chanical interaction between atcms cannot be neglected, i.e. the solution
behaviour of the grain boundary cannot be considered ideal, as it is in the
McLean’s model, and that is regarded as the basis of the present model.
A convenient foimalism allowing these phenomena to be handled in a straight-
100forward way is the ’layer model’ of the interface. This considers the 
interfaces as two dimensional phase S where all the classical theimodynamic
functions are defined in a manner analogous to those in the bulk phase 
B. Therefore the conditions for theimodynamic equilibrium are given 
by Guttmann as follows:
X iS = X iB ...5
S Bwhere for species i, X^ and X^ are the chemical potentials for two
dimensional phase S and bulk phase B, respectively. While the chemical
potential follows the equations:
= X.0S + KT In (f.sC.s) -o W. (in the surface) ...6a1 l l i J l v .
and
X.B = X,0B + RT In (f.BC.B) (in the bulk) ...6b1 1 \ 1 1 ■ V J
where, x P  is the chemical potential for standard state, a is the surface 
tension, is the specific area per gm atom, is the atomic concentration, 
and R and T have the usual meanings. Thus from equation 5 and other
32
equations Guttmann has obtained a general expression for the intergranular 
concentration of the solute j = 1,2, ...., n-1 in the solvent n:-
c S = C.B exp (A3./RT)
1 + nE1 C . ( exp (AG ./RT) -1) 
i=l 1 1
while,
AG. = AG.° (T) + AG./han (T,C.S, C.B)
1 3 3 i i
where AGj is the driving energy for segregation. When n = 2 and 
AgChem = 0, equation 7 has the same form as McLean's equation (e.g. 1),
i.e. it reduces to a binary ideal solution.
In the case of a regular ternary solution (n~3), the present model
showed that the segregation of one solute depends exponentially on
the segregation of the other, and the contribution from the chemical
cheminteraction gives rise to an additive teim AG in the exponent 
of equation 7. The model can also be used to explain the mechanism of 
temper embrittlement. For example, the segregation of impurity I and
alloying elements M in iron can be described by equations 7 and 8, and with
certain simplifying approximations, (n=3, j=l,2), the equation 8 can 
be reduced to:
AG^ = AG^ + ai2^2 •■••9a
AG2 = AG° + ... 9b
where AG. is equal to - a. .C. and a^2 is equal to (a^2“ai3"”a23^ * ■^ ie 
J  ^J
term in a._ express the extra driving force due to the interaction between 
J
each solute j and the solvent 3, here 1 and 2 stand successively for I
t
and M. From these equation, Guttmann has shown that, if
the segregation of one solute I can induce the desegregation of
other M. In other woids, the interaction between impurity I and iron
is very strong, but if »  0 the interaction between M and I will
become strong, because, as we know, some of the alloying elements M are .
  enriched at grain boundaries^ * ^  and the steel will become susceptible
v.embri;ttlament-.,..--From t^ able to explain
why pure?-iron .was, hot -husceptibiei/td.'^temper embrittlement and low-alloy' steels were. 
The concentration of the impurity and alloying elements are denoted as 
s sCj and , respectively, and they are calculated as,
The interaction coefficients a^ . are found approximately from the 
standard enthalpies of formation of the compounds AH..0, Guttmann
■*v
assumed that if the compound obeyed the law of regular solutions
_ AH?; ' ' " ^
“ij ~ ■— H  ...11
■ W
where AH^0 is the enthalpy per gn-atan, and ^  and Nj are the mole
fractions of impurity and alloying elements in the compound. In this
v : i
way, GUttmann evaluated the differential interaction coefficient
in iron for many alloy-impurity pairs, some of which are given in 
37Table 3 . In that table, Guttmann have shown that all the complexes
M-I and Fe-I classically involved in temper embrittlement are able to 
form such compounds. Using data from studies of a 0.2%C-2Mn steel 
doped with 0.12% Sb, Guttmann calculated to be 80.4 kJ/gpu atom.
By assuming that the interaction coefficient is related to the 
standard enthalpy of formation,AH°, at 289 K according to the formation 
of regular solutions the equation gives:
a. ok = xTw = 25.1 = 100. 4 kJ/gm- atom
•lnSb NiNj 03x0.5
T ■
which is of the same order of magnitude as the calculated value of
Guttmann showed that for most of the alloys which are susceptible to
temper embrittlement AH0 is within a range of moderate values. If the
interaction becomes too strong, stable compounds will be precipitated
in the interior of the grains, therefore less segregation to the grain
boundaries will take place. Similarly, if the interaction was too weak,
these would be insufficient driving force for segregation. In both
32cases the susceptibility to temper embrittlement is reduced .
Sys terns 
Fe-I M-I
Fe-Sb
Fel,3Sn
FeSe
FeTe
FeS
1.5
Fe3F
FeSb.
Fe2As
MnSb
NiSb
CrSb
NiAs
MnAs
Ni3Sn2
Mn2Sn
MnTe
MnS
m o2s 3
NiS
CrS,CoS, 
TiS,VS
Ni3P
Cr3P,Mn3P
Mo3P,V3P
NiSb2
Mn2Sb, Cr2As,
MnSe
Mn2As
-AH
(cal/g-
atom)
1100
6000 
. 7900
6500
6900
7500
9000
8000
11400
11300
24500
20400
11100
9700
13200
1200
5540
14000
^Fe-I
4400
24000
31600
26000
27600
31000
36000
32000
45600
45200
98000
81600
44400
52000
70000
5400
24800
56000
* W
*n-r
^Fe-I
19600
27200
53000
36000
-1200
.18000
19400
20000
Behaviour
W.S.B
W.S.B
T.E
T.E
T.E
T.E
T.E
T.E
T.E
5.5.B. 
S•S.B.
5.5.B 
T.E.
P
P?
5.5.B.
S.S.B
T.E.
T.E.
T.E.
W.S.B
T.E.
T.E.
T.E.
Table .3 . Interaction coefficients and segregation behaviour
W.S.B : weak segregation in the binary solution.
S.S.B : strong segregation in the binary solution.
T.E : temper embrittlement.
P : precipitation.
D : demixion.
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2.3 TEMPER IMBRITTLEMENT OF 2 \ Cr-1 Mo STEEL
Cr-Mo steels have been extensively used in the power and process 
industries because of their good strength and toughness at ambient 
and elevated temperatures. However these steels are susceptible to 
temper embrittlement when heated or cooled through a temperature range 
from 350 to 550°C. Consequently, studies of temper embrittlement have 
been extended from the usual Ni-Cr steels to Cr-Mo steels. The now 
famous Hinckley Point turbine disc failure in 1969^ did. much to set 
the stage for the current interest in these steels* One of the most '
widely used Cr-Mo steels for structural applications has the basic 
composition of 2\% chromium and 1% molybdenum (2JCr-iMo) and generally 
containing manganese and silicon, as well as impurity elements such 
as phosphorus and tin as potential embrittling elements^’
Research carried out during the last decade has shown that temper
embrittlement in the 2|Cr-Mo steel is highly chemistry dependent^’
74Bruscato has shown that temper embrittlement in 2jCr-]Mo steel is 
directly related to the manganese, silicon, phosphorus, tin, antimony 
and arsenic contents, with manganese,, silicon, phosphorus and tin being 
by far the biggest contributors to temper embrittlement. Control of 
these elements has been shown to improve the notch toughness properties 
of 2JCr-lMo steel to very good levels. Besides these elements, the 
major alloying elements, i.e. chromium and molybdenum, are also important 
with.respect to temper embrittlement processes, because they can affect 
the segregation of phosphorus^’ The increase in chromium content 
from 1 to 2\% reduces the embrittling tendency of the steel due to the 
presence of molybdenum. The susceptibility of the 2jCr-lMo steel to 
temper embrittlement is believed {o b e «sensitive :to both chromium, and molybdenum 
not only because they can affect tlie segregation of phosphorus, but also 
because they are carbide formers. Previous reports^’69>101 j^ye shown
that carbides will affect the properties of 2}Cr-lMo steel such as
56 69
hardness, tensile strength and DBTT. Although Yu and McMahon * 
have shown that carbides and their composition have appreciable affect 
on DKTT of 2 J Cr-Mo steel, the affect of carbides, both at grain 
boundaries and within the grains, and their morphology on temper 
embrittlement processes is still not fully understood. It is, therefore, 
one of the main aims of the present wark to try to elucidate this 
complex effect.
3. MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES'
3.1 Material
The 2|Cr-lMo commercial steel used in the present study has been 
supplied by A.E.R.E. Harwell. This type of steel has been chosen 
due to the interest currently being shown in steel of this type in 
power and process industries. The main reason for this interest 
lies in the fact that this steel has good strength and toughness at 
elevated temperatures as well as at low temperatures. The chemical 
composition of the steel is presented in Table 4.
3.2 Heat Treatment
3.2.1 Preliminary Work
The 'as received' 2jCr-lMo steel plate with dimensions of 45 x 225 x 95Qnm 
was cut into a slab with dimensions of 45 x 225 x 70mm (coded PI) (Fig. 10). 
The longest dimension was parallel to the rolling direction, RD. Haidness 
and metallography specimens were cut from the slab PI, into dimensions 
of 45 x 20 x 70nm (coded P2) (Fig. 11), with the shortest dimensions 
being parallel to the rolling direction. This plate (P2) was then cut 
into 9 specimens which were then austenitised at 960°C for 2 hours.
After this treatment six of them were quenched in water. Tempering was 
carried out at temperatures ranging from 600 to 750°C for varying times 
up to 500 hrs followed by water quenching. These tempering treatments 
were carried out in order to find tempering conditions which vould result 
in the same hardness with different types and distribution of carbide 
particles. Three tempered conditions which resulted in the same hardness 
but different carbide states have been selected as the starting conditions 
of the steel (Tables 5,6)for the present study. For comparison two other 
conditions have also been used.
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Fig. 10 The as-received plate o£ steel.
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Fig. 11 Specimen preparation 
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study.
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DIRECTION
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surface for 
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70mm
3.2.2 Embrittling Study
For the temper embrittlement study six pieces, each 76mm wide were 
cut from the slab P (Fig. 12a) to provide blanksfor Charpy impact 
specimens and Auger specimens.
3.2.2.1 Austenitising
All blanks were austenitised at 960°C for 2 hours and water qienched 
to prevent any embrittling during cooling.
3.2.2.2 Tempering Treatment
After the austenitising treatment each blank was cut into 5 pieces 
along the rolling direction (Fig. 12b) and tempered at different 
tempering temperatures and times, as shown in Table 5 followed by 
water quenching.
After tempering 4mm thick layer; were milled off the surface of the 
blanks and machined to produce Charpy impact test and Auger specimens, 
their dimensions are shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.
3.-2.2.3 ■ Isotheimal Ageing Treatment
All but one ["set ,of \Cfrarpy.\impact-, test* and* Auger speditaen .were ,isothermallyj 
aged at 500°C for 200, 500, 1000, 2280 and 5000 hrs followed by water 
quenching. For this purpose the specimens were incapsulated in 
silica glass under vacuum to prevent oxidation.
3.3 Hardness Testing
For hardness testing the specimens were cold mounted (to prevent 
any phase transformation during hot mounting) with the exposed surface 
being pependicular to the rolling direction (Fig*15 ). The hardness 
was measured at room temperature on a Vicker Hardness Testing Machine 
using a SOON load,
.TOP
(a)
76nm 76mm 76mm
76mn 76mm 76mm
Top Top Top Top Top Top
A
RD
V
225mm
880mm
THICKNESS: 45mm
RD : ROLLING DIRECTION
Fig. 12 Details of Charpy and Auger specimen preparation
TopTopTop TopTop
mmmm mmmm mm
3mm 3mm 3mm 3mm
r
19.5mm 
(c)
60mm
60mm
219mm
60mm
19.5mn:
12mm 12mm
TOP
"Auger
specimen
section
RD
c Notch
12mm
Thickness: 45mm 45mm
RD: ROLLING DIRECTION
v -  1 3
Sch e m a t i c  ,v
v  agran  f 0 r
tQh ^r). ^  inpact
test
Sche^ t ic w .
^ g t a m
^Rolling Direction
Surface of the 
specimen
Fig .15 Specimen for hardness measurement and. metallographic
examination.
The results are shown in Table 6.
Table 6 Hardness of specimens in the as-tempered condition.
Tempering Condition Hardness value (KPN)
T 750 (1) 191 - 3
T 675 (20) 190 - 3
T 600 (500) 190-3
T 600 (100) 235 - 4
T 600 (10) 265 - 4
To measure hardness in the embrittled specimens broken Charpy impact 
test specimens were used.
3.4 Charpy Impact Testing
The notched-bar impact tests were carried out on standard V-notch 
charpy specimens, shown in Fig. 13, over the temperature range fron
-196°C to +1Q0°C, using a 220 ft. lb ( 299 Joule) Avery Impact 
Testing machine, with striking velocity of 16.5 ft/sec (7.8m / sec).
The specimens were heated or cooled to the reqiired testing temperature 
by immersion in an appropriate liquid (see Table 7), maintained at 
the given temperature by soaking for 20 minutes.
Table 7 Standard method for heating and cool ing Charpy spec imens
Temperature range Means of heating Envi remnant Time
(deg C) or cooling (minutes)
-196 liq. nitrogen liq. nitrogen 20
-150 to -110 liq. nitrogen 2-methyl butane 20
-110 to 0 liq. nitrogen methanol 20
0 Ice water 20
+100 Heat water 20
3.5 Electron Microscopy
3.5.1 Carbon Extraction Replica
Carbon extraction replicas were used to study the carbide precipitate
morphology and their chemical composition. A standard technique of
102preparation was used . The steps of the process were as follows:
1. The metal surface was polished and etched with 2% nital so that -the 
structure was readily visible under the optical microscope.
2. A thin carbon film was evaporated Jontb/the. metal surface.using an Edwards 
Coating Unit, the schematic diagram of which is shorn in Fig. 16 . A 
suitable film was obtained by evaporating the carbon for two seconds at
Fig. 16
Carbon Rods
Specimen
To Vacuum Pumps
Schematic diagram for carbon coating unit 
arrangement.
a potential of 10 volts with a current of about 20 amps.
3. The film was then scored into small squares to aid removal 
(Fig. 17).
specimen
Figure 17.
Scored the surface into grids.
4. The same etchant (2% Nital) was used to strip off the film.
5. After about 10 minutes the squares of the film floated into 
the etchant from which they were collected using copper-grids(200 
mesh) and then washed. The sequence of washing of the film was as 
follows:
2% Nital ► (film) 15% Ethanol — -------- <^50% Ethanol +-------
(to strip the film oc-o j-+4.-n a 50% distilled water
frcm the surface) 25 4 d^ lled
Wat6r (Film)
100% distilled 25% ethanol <-----
water
75% distilled water
6. The replicas were subsequently dried with filter paper and were 
then ready for examination in the electron microscope.
3.5.2. X-Ray Microanalysis
The carbon extraction replicas were examined in a JE0L-200 QC 
transmission electron microscope fitted with a scanning transmission 
attachment and energy dispersive spectrometer. The specimens were 
held in a standard carbon 'low back ground* holder to minimise background 
x-ray emission. X-ray count rate fran the specimen was optimised 
by tilting the specimen through 35° towards the Jdetector which was 
mounted in the conventional sideport position for this instrument.
Point analysis of 100 seconds duration was carried out on various 
forms of carbide particles within the grains and at grain boundaries.
The count rate varied between a few tens of counts per second for the 
smallest particles to one or two thousand counts per second for the 
largest particles. An electron beam spot size of lQnm was used, 
with a probe current of about 2nA. The spectra were recorded using 
an electron accelerating voltage of 100KV, and were used for the 
identification of carbides and the determination of their composition.
The structures of carbide particles were determined by means of 
selected area diffraction patterns or micro-diffraction^ and the 
relative presence of each type of carbide particles from transmission 
micrographs.
3.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy
The appearance of the fracture surfaces of broken specimens was 
examined in a scanning electron microscope (SEM). In this case, 
specimens fractured at room temperature (upper-shelf) and at -196°C , 
(lower shelf) have only been examined to deteimine the fracture modes 
and the percentage of intergranular fracture.
3.7 Etching Experiment ,
In order to detect the segregated phosphorus at prior austenitic 
grain boundaries an etching technique, employing a saturated 
aqueous solution of picric acid containing tridecylbenzene sulfonate 
as a wetting agent, was used on polished broken charpy specimens.
Immersion in a stirred solution at room temperature for 5 minutes 
was used to reveal the grain boundaries. The degree of the etching 
attack was deteimined by measuring the depth of grooves foimed along 
grain boundaries. The surface of the etched sample was marked with 
micro-vickers indentations and then polished mechanically until the 
traces of etched grain boundaries were removed. The depths of the 
grooves were determined fran the measurement of the size of the micro- 
vickers indentations before and after the polishing.
The grain boundaring grooves were also studied by optical and scanning 
electron microscopes.
3.8 Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES)
Grain boundary segregation was monitored using Auger Electron Spectroscopy 
(AES). Snail, 5mm in diameter and 2Qnm long (Fig. 14 ), AES impact 
samples were fractured in-situ at a pressure of vLO ^  torr and 
a temperature of -100°C using a VG-MA500 Scanning Auger Microprobe.
A hemi-cylindrical mirror analyser was used with an integral electron 
gun providing a spot of about 600(jm on the specimen.
Pulse counting spectra (N(E)) were recorded at a primary energy of 
10 keV and a specimen current of 30 to 40 nA. Constant retard ratio 
(CRR) of 2 was used and the acquisition and handling of the spectra 
were managed by a Link System with disk storage.
For measurement of the peak of each element all pulse counting 
spectra were converted to differential energy spectra (rgjp- ) • 
Typical spectra for N(E) and dN(E)/dE are shown in Figure .18.
Usually about five spectra were recorded from the same grain 
boundary, and about twenty to thirty different grain boundary facets 
were analysed.
Wien information on the surface composition profile was needed, 
ion sputtering was performed with purified Ar+ gas under the 
following conditions:
Ar pressure
Voltage difference 
between the anode 
and the target
5 x 10"5 Torr
5 keV
Target current 20 yA
dN(E)
dE
N(E)
Fe Fe
400 800
Fig. 18 Typical Auger spectra for <3N(E)/dE and N(E). 
   N(E) ; ---  dN(E)/dE.
4. RESULTS
4.1 Ductile-Brittle Transition Temperature and Hardness 
4 .1.1 As-Tempered Conditions
4.1.1.1 Ductile-Brittle Transition Temperature (DBTT)
The variations in DBTT were determined for all as-tempered conditions, 
which include the three conditions producing the same hardness (T600(500), 
T675(20) and T750(l)), and the other conditions producing the higher 
hardness (T600(10) and T600(100)). The charpy impact transition temperature 
curves for all as-tempered conditions are shown in Fig. 19. From this 
figure, it can be seen that the slopes between the upper and lower shelf 
of absorbed energies are very steep. In this case the DBTT value was 
defined as the temperature at the mid-point between the upper and lower 
shelf of absorbed energies. Fran this, the DBTT values were found to vary 
over the temperature range of -114°C to -86°C (Fig. 20).
In the case of the specimens which have the same hardness level, vl90VPN,. 
the results are summarised in Table 8. Fran this table it can be seen 
that, although the hardness of the three tampering conditions is similar, 
the DBTT is appreciably different, the specimen T600(500) having the 
highest DBTT value followed by specimens T750(l) and T675(20). For 
the specimens which have been tampered at 600°C for lOh (T600(10)), 
lOOh (T600(100) and 500h (T600(500)) ; specimen T600(500) still has the 
highest DBTT followed by the specimens T600(10) and T600(100). The 
DBTT values for each tampered condition are summarised in Table 9.
Possible causes for the difference in DBTT values will be discussed later 
in section 5.3. Apart from that, in the specimeiswhich have have been 
tempered at 600°C for different tampering times, the changes in DBTT 
values are also related to changes in hardness.
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Another point is that all these five tempering conditions were 
regarded as 'non-embrittled1 specimens, although in the case of specimen 
T600.(500), intergranular fracture on the fracture surface of charpy impact 
specimen was observed but if amounted to less than 21* Apart—  
from that, the 'non-embrittled1 specimens will also be used as a 
reference for other results such as in the carbide particle study.
4.1.1.2 Upper and Loirer Shelf of Absorbed Energies
Frcm the Charpy impact transition curve (Fig. 19), it can be seen that
. \
the specimens which have the same hardness value (Table 8) produce 
about the same upper shelf of absorbed eneigy, i.e. in the region of 
200 to 240 Joules. In this case, the upper shelf of absorbed energy 
tested at roan tanperature was the highest for the most brittle condition . 
(T600(500)). Whereas for the specimens which have been tempered at 
600°C for 10,100 and 500 hrs the upper shelf of absorbed energy decreases 
with increasing hardness values (Table 9). When the roan temperature 
Charpy impact energies for these three conditions (T600(10),
T600(100) and T600(500) are plotted against tempering times (Fig. 21), 
it can be seen that the roan temperature Charpy impact eneigies increase 
with increasing tempering time, whereas the hardness decrease with 
increasing tempering time. This result was expected, since prolonged 
tempering times will affect the microstructure of the steel, (see plates 
la-lc). '
For the lower shelf of absorbed eneigy, all tempered conditions produce 
similar values, i.e. in the region of 2.5 to 8.5 Joules (These values 
were taken at “106°C testing tanper&ture).
Table 8. Impact Data for the as-tempered condit ion (having
about the same hardness value).
Specimen
No.
DBTT
°C
Upper-shelf energy
(at room temp.) 
Joule
Lower-shelf energy
(at -196°C)
Joule
Hardness
(VPN)
T600(500) - 86 .214.9 4.6 190
T675(20) -114 201.3 4.8 190
1750(1) -111 208.8 4.8 191
Table 9 Impact Data for the as-tempered condition (having 
different hardness values).
Specimen
No.
DBTT
°C
Upper-shelf energy 
(at roan temp.) 
Joule
Lower-shelf eneigy 
(at -196°C)
Joule
Hardness
(VPN)
T600(500) - 86 214.9 4.6 190
T600(100) -102 . 173.2 2,5 235
T600(10) - 99 165.4 8.5 265
4.1.2 Isothermal Embrittlement Study
4.1*2.i Ductile-Brittle Transition Temperature (DBTT)
All the as-tampered conditions were aged at 500°C for varying times up to 
5000 hr s. The impact test results for all tempering conditions are ^hown
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in Figs. 22-26. The overall features of the shape of the curve are similar 
to that of as tempered conditions. Fran these Charpy impact (turves, 
the DBTT values, i.e. at 501 of shelf energies, were deteimined (See 
Appendix 1). These values were then plotted against ageing times and 
presented in Fig. 27. Fran these results, it can be seen that two types 
of curves were found, namely:
1. The curve is characterised by a steady increase in the DBTT with 
ageing times until it attains a steady state value (at longer ageing 
times). This type of curve was observed for the specimens which have 
been tempered at 600°C for 500h (T600(500)) and tonpered at 675°C for 20h 
(T675(20)). In this case, both of the specimens have about the same 
hardness value (^ 190 VPNJ, i.e. for the as-tempered condition.
2. The curve is characterised by an irregularity at certain ageing times.
In this case, the specimens exhibit a minimum in the DBTT after ageing
for 1000 hr which then increased again with increasing in ageing times (> lOOOh) 
The specimens which produce this type of curve are T750(l), T600(100) 
and T600(10), and all of them have different hardness values (for the 
as-tenpered conditions), i.e.a/191, 235 and 265 VPNs, respectively.
From Fig. 27, the degrees of embrittlement for each condition were 
measured and then plotted against ageing times (Fig. 28). In this 
case, the degree of anbrittlement was defined as the shift in the 
transition temperature, i.e. ADBTT = DBTT (embrittled) - DBTT (non- 
embrittled) . From this figure it can be seen that for each tempering 
condition the general features of the curves are more or less similar 
in form to that of the DBTT curves (Fig. 27).
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Another point is that, after prolonged ageing times, specimen
T600(500) still has the highest DBTT whereas for specimens T750(1)
and T675(20), before and after ageing treatment, still have the
*
lowest DBTT compared to the other three cond it ions. Nevertheless, 
in terns of anbrittlenient, i.e. the degree of •'^ T^ xittl^ mectrbertweeii 
the as tempered conditions and after ageing at 500°C, for 5000hr, 
they were about the same, except for specimen T675(20). The results 
are summarised as follows.
Tempering Condition Degree of Embrittlement 
(ADBITo5000, °C)
T600CL0); 53
T600(100) 44
T600(500) 49
T750(l) 51
T675(20) 35
So, the ADBTTq for all conditions ranged from 35°C to 53°C, 
where the difference between the lowest and the highest is only 
18°C, which is not very great.
4.1.2.2. Upper and Lower Shelf of Absorbed Energies
Fran Figs. 22-26, it can’also be seen that the curves are similar 
to those for the tempered conditions where two different groups 
of upper-shelf of absorbed energy can still be clearly seen. That 
is, the specimens which have high hardness produce lower upper 
shelf of absorbed energies and vice versa.
In Fig. 29, the room temperature value of absorbed energy is plotted
against ageing time. It can be seen that the variations in the room
temperature charpy impact energy follow the pattern of embrittlement
%
process. For example, the specimens which exhibit a minimum in DBTT after 
ageing at 500°C for 1000 hr are shown to have higher room temperature 
charpy impact energies when compared to the other ageing conditions of 
the same specimens, whereas the specimens which do not exhibit a minimum 
appeared to have about the same charpy impact of absorbed energy, i.e. 
it decreases only slightly with increasing ageing times.
In the case of T600(500), T600(100) and T600(10) tempering conditions,
the upper shelf of absorbed energies varied from 160 to 210 Joules,
whereas for specimens T750(l) and T675(20), it varied in the range of
200 to 240 Joules (i.e. before and after ageing treatments).
In the case of the lower shelf of absorbed energy levels, it does not change
significantly, even after embrittling treatments,i.e.'f/s still in the range
of 2.5 to 8.5 Joules.
4.1.2.3. Hardness .
The variation in the hardness as a function of ageing times are presented in 
Fig.30. From this plot, two types of curves ars seen, first, specimens which 
exhibit a minimum in DBTT, i.e. T75Q(1), T600(10) and T600(100), after ageing 
at500 C for lOOOhr, a slight dip in the hardness was observed, i.e. the same 
region of ageing time where the DBTT exhibit a minimum (cf. Figs.27 and 30). 
With further increase in ageing times ( 1000 up to 5000hrs) ,-Me hardnex values tend 
to stay almost constant, eventhough the DBTT increase* with increasing 
ageing times. Secondly, the specimens which do not exhibit a minimum 
In DBTT* i«a« fdQd(SQO) and T67S(20), the hardness decreases only slightly 
with increasing . ageing times, and the difference between the hardness 
of the as-tempered condition and after ageing treatments (aged at 500°C 
for 5000hr) is not significant, i.e. only 3-4 VPNs (see Table 10), In 
contrast the increase in DBTT of these two specimens is substantial.
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TABLE 10
SPECIMEN
HARDNESS (VPN)
AS TEMPERED AFTER AGEING AT 500°C DIFFERENCE
1000HR 5000HR
T750(l)* 191 177 175 14 (16)
T600(10)* 265 257 257 8 (8)
T600(100)* 235 226 228 9 (7)
T600(500)** 190 186 186 4 (4)
T675(20)** 190 187 187 3 (3)
* The specimens which exhibit a minimum in DBTT
** The specimens which do not exhibit a minimum in DBTT.
Another point is that the hardness changed only slightly with increasing 
rate of embrittlement (for all conditions) . However the hardness 
does affect and offset the embrittlement process, and this effect was 
only observed when the phosphorus^  concentration is constant (see 
section 4.5.4).
Therefore, from the above results, it can be concluded that the dip 
in hardness after ageing for lOOOhr is probably due to the change in 
the number of carbide particles (Fig. 31), morphology (plate 6 ) and 
types of carbide particles (Table 15). The above results also mean 
that the softening of the matrix after ageing at 500°C for lOOOhr is 
sufficient to produce the observed decrease in temper embrittlement.
Apart from the effect of hardness on temper embrittlement, the hardness 
can also influence the upper-shelf of absorbed energy. For example, 
ageing at 500°C for lOOOhr, the decrease in hardness is followed by 
an increase in the upper shelf of absorbed energy (cf. Fig. 29 and Fig. 30)
4.1.3. Effect of Tempering Treatments on Embrittlement
The Charpy impact transition temperature curves for each tempering 
conditions, before and after ageing treatments are presented in Figs 
32-36. It can be seen that all the curves have a similar form. In the 
case of the specimens which have been tempered at 600°C for 10, 100 
and 500hrs, the room temperature charpy impact energy values increase 
with increasing the tempering times (Fig. 21). Apart from that,the effect 
of tempering treatments as a function of ageing treatment on other 
mechanical properties such as DBTT, room temperature charpy impact energy 
and hardness, can also be seen in Figs, 27, 29 and 30, respectively.
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These results mean that the tempering treatment played an important 
role in producing different behaviours of DBTT curves and hardness,
Ihe reasons for this will be discussed later in Section 5.
The effect of grain size on DBTT is less important and will not be 
discussed here. The reason is all the specimens were austenitised at 
the same austenitising temperature, i.e. 960°C for 2 hours, and therefore, 
we would expect that the grain size was approximately the same for 
all tempering conditions.
The effect of tempering treatments on the DBTT will be discussed 
separately, and it will be divided into two parts, namely: -
a) the specimens which have the same hardness level, i.e. T600(500),
T675 (20) and T750(l).
b) the specimens which have different hardness levels i.e. T600(10). 
T600(100) and T600(500).
4.1.3.1 Specimens Having the Same Hardness Level
The specimens which have the same hardness level, show a different 
susceptibility to temper embrittlement from one specimen to another, 
or in other words, the DBTT varied in a different manner (see Fig. 37a).
For example, for specimen T675(20), the DBTT was characterised by an 
approximately linear increase for ageing times ranging from 200 to lOOOhrs, 
then between 1000 to 5000hrs, the DBTT is characterised by a constant 
jvalue| Here the shift in the DBTT, i.e. between as-tempered condition and 
after ageing at 500°C for SOOOhr, is about 35°C. In the case of specimen 
T600(500), the DBTT is characterised by a slow but not.linear increase, 
before approaching a, constant DBTT value, i,e, in the range of 2280 to 
5000hrs. Another point is that the shift in the DBTT for specimen T60Q(500)
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i.e. from 'un-embrittled1 to embrittled (5000hr) conditions, is about 
49°C. Al so we should note that both of theirihardnesses Remain :approximately 
constant throughout ageing (i.e. only decrease slightly, and the
difference in hardness for each tempering condition after ageing for 
5000hrvaried ,[hyyoniy-j 4-5 "VPN's, see table 10). Therefore, from these 
two results we find that the specimen which have the same hardness 
and do not exhibit a minimum in the DBTT after ageing, show a degree of 
embrittlement which is still significantly different.
In the case of the specimens which have been tempered at 750°C for 
lh, i.e. T750(l), although it had the same hardness value as specimens 
T600(500) and T675(20) after ageing treatment as 500°C, some irregularity 
in the DBTT behaviour was observed between ageing times 500 to 5000hrs, 
where after ageing for lOOOhrs the DBTT exhibited a minimum value before 
a secondary increase in DBTT was observed (> lOOOhr). Here the shift 
in the DBTT, i.e. before and after ageing treatments (5000hr) is about 
51°C, which is the highest for the three tempering conditions (for the same 
hardness) studied and is posssibly still rising. Also we should note 
that after ageing for lOOOhr, the hardness (Fig. 37b) was observed to 
decrease significantly, in the order of 15VPN, before remaining constant 
with ageing time (the region where the secondary increased in DBTT). The 
possible reasons for all these behaviours will be discussed in sections
5.2 and5.3.
4.1.3.2. Specimens Having Difference Hardness Levels
In the case of the specimens which have been tempered at 600°C for 10,
100 and 500hrs, after embrittling/ageing treatments the DBTT curves are 
different from one to another (Fig. 38a). For example, specimens 
T600(10) and T600(100), after ageing treatments at 500°C between 500 to 
2280hrs, were found to exhibit a minimum in the DBTT values, whereas
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for specimen T600(500), the DBTT does not exhibit a minimum in the 
same range of ageing times. During prolonged ageing times, i.e. 
between 1000 to SOOOhrs* the DBTT for each condition started to change 
significantly. For example, between 2280 to 5000hrs, specimen T600(10) 
was characterised by an approximately linear increase in the DBTT, whereas 
for specimen T600(500), it was characterised by an approximately constant 
DBTT, i.e. about -36°C. However, this was not the case for specimen 
T600(100), where the DBTT was observed to decrease.
Then, if we look at the variation of hardness with ageing times for these 
jthree conditions (Fig. 38b) , specimens T600(10) and T600(100) which show 
a minimum in DBTT after ageing for lOOOhr, also showed a decrease in 
the hardness at the same range of ageing times. For specimensT600(500) 
which do not exhibit a minimum, the hardness is changed only slightly 
when compared to the as tempered condition (varied only about 5VPN).
4.2. MICROSCOPY
4.2.1 As-Tempered Conditions
4.2.1.1 Morphology Observation of the Carbide Particles
The micrographs of carbon extraction replicas , for all as-tempered conditions 
are shown in Plate 1, From these micrographs, it can be seen that for 
the specimens which have been tempered at 600°C for 10, 100 and 500 hrs, 
the microstructures are significantly different (Plates 1 (a-c)), 
especially in terms of the morphology and, therefore, types of carbide 
particles. Here we also found that, in the material tempered at 600°C 
for lOh (Plate la), quite a large number of very fine carbide particles 
were seen; as the tempering time increased (T600(100)) the fine carbides 
start to grow or disappear. The disappearance of this carbide will occur, 
especially adjacent to the.grain boundaries, where a free precipitate 
denuded zone can be seen (Plate lb). With further increase in tempering 
times (T600(500)), the fine carbide particles have disappeared, leaving 
only needle shaped, rounded and coarse carbide particles (Plate lc). These 
microstruetural changes are consistent with the values of hardness for 
each specimen i.e.
Tempering Treatment Carbide Particles Density Hardness (VPN)
T600(10) High 265
T600(100) Intermediate 235
T600(500) Low 190
For the specimens which have the same hardness level, i.e. T600(500),
T675(20) and T750(l), the microstructures of these specimens 
(plate, l(c-e) are more or less similar, particularly in terms of the 
general distribution of carbide particles, but if we consider the carbide 
types, they are significantly different. Another important feature which 
can be seen in the morphology of the carbide particles is that the 
T750(l) specimen contains less needle-shaped carbide particles, whereas 
the other two conditions (T600(500) and T675(20)) contain quite a large 
number of needle-shaped carbide particles, However, the coarse carbide 
particles are distributed similarly in all these three conditions.
4.2.1.2. X-ray Microanalysis
From x-ray microanalysis, the type of carbide particles can be determined, 
both within the grains and'at the grain boundaries. In this case all 
types of carbide particles were confirmed by selected area diffraction or 
microdiffraction patterns. The summary of the carbide particles present 
in each tempered condition is shown in Table 11.
The specimens having the same hardness level: From Table 11, it can be
seen that in the specimens which have the same hardness level i.e.
T600(500), T675(20) and T750(l), the types of carbide particles are 
significantly different (both within the grains and at the grain boundaries). 
In terms of the percentage number of each carbide type, the identification 
of the number of carbide particles at grain boundaries was done by taking 
a point x-ray microanalysis of the carbide particles in randomly selected 
5pm lengths of grain boundaries. In this case three micrographs were used 
to estimate the number of carbide particles as a percentage, giving the 
density of the carbide particles at the grain boundaries.
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In the case of the carbide particles within the grains, morphological V
identification was used to estimate the carbide density because
an initial investigation established that this was reliable. For other
carbide particles such as M^C, MyC^ and a point microanalysis
was used to estimate the carbide density, i.e. in terms of the number
?
of carbide particles per 94 ym (standard area of vision at X 9000 
magnification). The results are summarised in table 12. From these 
tables, the results are summarised as follows:
In specimen T600(500), only two types of carbide particles were found,
I^C 'and MyC^. Within the grains, I^C is the predominant carbide, 
whereas at the grain boundaries, MyC^ is the predominant one. In the 
case of ^ C, it was observed mainly as needle-shaped and small spheroidised 
forms, i.e. depending on where it was formed or precipitated, either at 
grain boundaries or within the grains. Within the grains, l^C was observed 
mainly as needle-shaped (plate 2), whereas at the grain boundaries, it was 
observed as small spheroidised particles (plate 3). For MyC^ carbide particles, 
they were seen mainly as large and small elongated, spheroidised 
precipitates (plates 2 & 3).
In specimen T675(20), like T6Q0(500), and MyC^ are still the 
predominant carbide particles, but in this specimen two other carbide 
types were also found. These carbide particles are M^C and The
M^C carbide particles were observed mainly within the grains, with a few 
at the grain boundaries, whereas carbide particles were found mainly
at grain boundaries.
Finally, in specimen T750(l), MyC3 and M^C are the predominant carbides, 
followed by 1^0 and carbides. ^23^6 car^i^e was a -^so found, both
at the grain boundaries and within the grains. Within the grains there was 
more than whereas in the grain boundaries the proportions were
reversed.
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From the above results, it can be found that there is a vast difference 
in the proportion as well as morphology of carbide, especially 
between.specimen T600(500) and T675(20) and specimen T750(l). For example, 
in specimen T750(l), only about 2% of the carbides at the grain boundaries 
are I^C, but in specimens T600(500) and T675(20), more than 20! of the 
carbides are M2C. A similar variation was true for Iv^ C within the grain 
(Table 12). In terms of their morphology, in specimen T750(l), within 
the grains the majority of I^C was observed as very fine needle-shaped 
particles, whereas in specimens T600(500) and T675(20), it was observed 
as a mixture of coarse and fine needle-shaped particles. In the case 
of other types of carbides such as M^C, MyC^ and I^C^-'Carbides, they 
showed no distinguishable morphological characteristics.
The specimens having different hardness level: For the three conditions
T600(10), T600(100) and T600(500), the formation of carbide particles 
depends on the tempering time (see tables 11 & 13).
In specimen T600(10), only two types of carbide particles were found,
M^C and N^C, where M^C carbide particles are the predominant carbides.
In this case, MgC carbide particles have two different morphologies, i.e. 
depending whether it is formed at grain boundaries or within the grains 
(see plates 4 & 5). This can be summarised as follows:
Carbide Morphology of the carbide particles
grain boundaries within the grains
coarse branch like 
precipitate (see 
plate 4)
small, extended platelets 
and rounded precipitates 
(plate 5)
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With a further increase in tempering times, i.e. lOOhrs (T600(1CX))) 
the amount of M2C begins to increase, both within the grains and at the 
grain boundaries. Ihe MyC^ carbide particle was also detected both at 
the grain boundaries and within the grains.
With a further increase in tendering times, i.e. SOOhrs (T600(500)), all 
M^C carbides disappear and are replaced by MyC^ and M2C .carbides, When 
the percentage number of each type of carbide particles at grain 
boundaries is plotted against tendering times (Fig. 39), it can be seen 
that, for tempering times up to lOOhrs, the percentage number of M^C 
carbides dropped significantly, and at the same time, MyC^ carbides increased 
sharply. Then between 100 and 500hrs, M^C carbide particles began to 
disappear, whereas MyC^ carbides stayed almost constant in percentage 
amount, but M2C carbides increased continuously up to 500hrs.
From x-ray microanalysis, the constituents of component M for each type 
of carbide particle can be determined; typical spectra for the carbide 
particles observed are shown in Figs.40-43. Ihe important peaks of carbide 
particles shown on the spectra aieCr(Ka, Kg), Fe(Ka, Kg), Mo(Ka) andMo(La). 
The energies of each peak are given in Table 14. The strong Cu (Ka, Kg) 
peaks present in all spectra, originated from copper grids on which the 
replicas were supported during analysis. Also from Table 14, we should 
note that the Mo (La) peak lies very close to the S(Ka), but the presence 
of S(Ka) rather than Mo (La) in the spectra of Fig. 41 and Table 14 is confirmed 
by the spectra of Fig.44 , where a high energy of Mo(Ka) (17.44 KeV) does not 
appear. Therefore from this study the presence of a Mo(La) peak is 
confirmed by looking for the high energy Mo(Ka) peak.
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Table 14 EDS X-Ray Peak Energies
ENERGY- CKeV) ELEMENT PEAK
2.010 P Kc<
2.293 Mo
. M .
2.307 S K«l,2
2.322 S K«4
2.394 Mo hfil
2.465 S V
5.411 Cr **1,2
5.894 Mn K«l,2
5.946 Cr V
6.398 Fe K«l,2
6.489 Mn
V
7.057 Fe V
8.040 Cu **,2
8.904 Cu V
17.441 Mo K«l,2
19.599 Mo - ka
Lcd» L/a» 311(1 S Kcd,2> K^, groups are appeared as single peaks.
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Another important result which is deduced from the spectra of the carbide
is that the constituents of component M are very dependent on the
tempering treatments especially for unstable carbides. For example, in
the case of M^C carbide, tempered at 600°C for lOh (T600(10), the
component M is mainly iron, some chromium and possibly some manganese,
but molybdenum was not detected (Fig. 45 ). The Fe(Ka) : Cr(Ka) x-ray
peak ratio varied from 4:1 to 2:1. But after increasing the tempering
time or temperature, the chromium content of M^C carbides increased
(cf. Fig. 40 and Fig. 45") and sometimes molybdenum as well. In this
case the Fe (Ka) : Cr (Ka) x-ray peak ratio varied from 2:1 to 1:1
and a def inite Mo (Ka) peak at 17.441 KeV was also seen. Similar
4observations were made by Titchmarch who reported that the chromium 
content of M^C increased to saturation before MgC was replaced by 
chromium-rich MyC^ carbides.
From the above results, it is believed that the difference in DBTT values 
for as-tempered conditions is a result of the difference in carbide types. 
In other words, the difference in carbide types will affect- the chromium 
and molybdenum concentrations in solid solution and as well as the 
segregation of impurity (see section 4.5).
■4-2.-2 Isothermal Embrittlement Study
4.2.2.1 Microstructural changes during embrittling treatments;
The replicas of the specimens used were prepared from the broken charpy 
impact specimens. The microstructures and types of carbide particles for 
all tempering conditions after ageing at 500°C for varying times up to 
5000hrs are shown in plates 6-10 and tables 15-19,respectively. From 
these micrographs and tables, two important features can be observed.
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1. The specimens T600(500) and T675(20): The overall microstructure
of these two tonpering conditions did not change significantly, even 
after ageing for 5000hrs, Similarly in the case of carbide types, they 
did not change significantly, especially for the carbide particles within 
the grains (Tables16 and 17).
2. In specimens T600(10), T600(100) and T750(l): The microstructures 
as well as the morphology of carbides were changed significantly during 
ageing times (plates 6,9,10).Similar changes of carbide types were observed, 
during ageing treatments at grain boundaries and within the grains.
The microstructures and types of carbide particles present in each 
tempering condition will be presented separately, these are as follows:
Tempered at 750oC for 1 hour (T750(l)): In plate 6 it can be seen that
the microstructure of the as-tempered condition is significantly different 
from specimens which have been aged at 500°C for varying times up to 
5000 hrs, especially in terms of the morphology, and types of carbide 
particles. In the as-tempered condition a considerable number of 'stick' 
like precipitate were frequently seen within the grains (Plate 6a). Most 
of them were identified as M^C, but after ageing, this 'stick1 like 
precipitate was not identified as M^C any more but as MyC^. This means 
that during ageing treatment the M^C — > MyC^ transformation was taking 
place. Other coarse and fine carbides such as M C^, MyC^ and ^ 23^6’ before 
and after embrittling treatment, showed no distinguishable morphological 
characteristics which can be identified easily both at grain boundaries 
and within the grains. Apart from that M2C carbide was also found in all 
conditions. This carbide possessed a distinct morphology within grains 
and at grain boundaries, as illustrated in platell*
1. Needle - / acicular-shaped-within grains
2. Spherical - shaped - at grain boundaries.
%
Within the grains M2C carbides were very easy to recognise due to 
their characteristic shape, i.e. needle-shaped.
The summary of the carbide types identified for all conditions, both at 
grain boundaries and within grains are presented in Figs-46 ,47 , 
respectively, i.e. as the percentage number of carbide types formed during 
embrittling/ageing treatment. From these figures it can be found that 
the formation of I^C, MyC^ and is at the expense of M^C. After
ageing times greater than lOOOhrs, the formation of at the grain
boundaries is at the expense of M^C and also I^C.
Another important point is that the general morphology of all carbides 
for all conditions can be consistently related to the hardness values 
(cf. plate 6 and Fig.30). For example, after ageing for 500 hrs, the 
hardness begins to decrease significantly (Fig. 30) and from plate 6c it 
can be seen that after this ageing time the coarse carbide particles begin 
to spheroidise and this continues up to 5000hrs.
Tempered at 675°c for 20 hours (T675(20)): The microstructures of carbon
extraction replicas for all conditions are shown in plate 7 . It can 
be seen that the overall microstructures do not change significantly, even 
after long ageing times. The observed microstructures-are in a good 
agreement with the hardness values for this tempering condition (fig.30 ). 
In the case of carbide types, they were not much different from the as- 
tempered condition, except for M^C, l^C and (table 16 and Figs.48,49)*
where they were observed to increase with increasing ageing times.
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M^G carbides within the grains, were replaced by M2C during ageing
treatment. At the grain boundaries, M^C and some M2C was replaced by
^23^6 ^ig-48 ). Furthermore, the formation of at the expense
of M^C and M2C can be seen adjacent to grain boundaries where precipitation-free
zones were seen (free from needle-shaped M2C carbides). In the case of
MyC^, both at grain boundaries and within the grains, their amount are about
constant throughout the ageing times. Similar observation was found on
M2C at the grain boundaries, but for M2C within the grains, their amount
tends to increase with increasing ageing times.
Tempered at 600°C for 500 hours (T6QO(5QO)): Most of the carbide
particles formed during tempering treatment are stable carbides, i.e.
MyC^ and M2C. Therefore during ageing treatment, the microstructures 
do not change significantly (plate 8 ), even after longer ageing times.
The result is also in a good agreement with the hardness values (Fig-30 ).
In the case of carbide types, the results are summarised in Table 17 .
From this table the transformation of M^C to other carbides is already 
completed during tempering treatment, leaving only M2C and MyC^. These 
two carbides remain predominant throughout the ageing treatments 
(Figs. 50 and 51 ). In the case of M^, within the grains their amount 
tends to increase with increasing the ageing times, whereas at the grain 
boundaries M2C tends to decrease and at the same time M^C^ begins to 
form at the expense of this carbide. The formation of M^C^ at grain 
boundaries is accompanied by the formation of denuded zones along the 
boundaries (Plate 8c ), M^C was also detected at grain boundaries after 
ageing for 2280 hr*
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Jn the case of tl 10 carbide morphology, with other'tempering conditions,
Ny* .carbides have two distinct morphologies. At the grain boundaries 
most oi thorn were seen as small rounded particles (plate 12 ) , whereas 
within the grains, it was observed mainly as a needle- or accicular-shaped 
particle (plate 12 ). The other carbides (MyC^ , and M^C) were very
difficult to recognise because of their similar appearance.
Tempered at 6Q0°C for 10 hours (T600(10)): The change in microsctures
and types of carbides are shown in plate 9 and table 18 . From these 
micrographs, it can be seen that in the as-tempered condition and also 
after shorter ageing times (200 and 500 hrs), a coarse carbide identified 
as M C^, is easily observed, both at grain boundaries and within grains 
(plates 9 a-9c) . Never the less,not all areas within the grain contain these 
coarse M^C carbides, in fact many fine M^C (plate 13 ) and I^C carbides 
were also seen. In terms of carbide morphology these two carbides possessed 
several morphologies at both grain boundaries and within grains, as 
illustrated in plates 13- 16 •
1. fine M^C carbide - plate 13
2. platelets M^C carbide - plate 15
3. feathery M^C carbide - plate 14
4. accicular/needle I^C carbides - plate 15
5. spherical M^C carbide* - plate 16
During longer times, coarse M^C carbides begin to dissolve and it was 
replaced with MyC^ and. (see table 18). MyC^ was seen mainly as both 
elongated and spheroidised shaped particles, both within the grains and 
at gfaih boundariia (plate-i?)* * Tot ee&rse earbide®, M3C
is still predominant even though the M^C — > MyC^ transfomation occurred 
continuously throughout ageing treatments.
At grain boundaries, after longer ageing times (> 2280 hrs), contained 
several types of carbides (Table 18), i.e. MyC^, I^C, M^C and ^ 23^6*
'lhe latter carbide formed at the expense of M^C and some (near 
grain boundaries). The proportions of carbide types formed during 
ageing treatment is shown in Fig-52 . From this figure, it can be 
seen that the formation of M y a n d  are at the expense of M^C
and some I^ C.
Finally, the change in microstructure as a result of carbide transformation 
is consistent with the variation in hardness and DBTT (Figs*30,27, respectively) 
For example, a slight increase in hardness (between 0 and 500 hrs) can be 
correlated with the formation of fine I^C,whereas a slight decrease in 
hardness (between 500 and 1000 hrs) result from MyC^ carbide formation, 
i.e. at the expense of M^C and .carbides.
Tempered at 600QC for 100 hours (T600(100)): The microstructures and
types of carbides of the as-tempered condition and after ageing at 560°C 
for varying times up to 5000 hours are shown in plate 10 and table 19, 
respectively. From plate 10 , it can be seen that in the as-tempered 
condition, coarse (branch or feathery like M^C carbide) was no longer 
observed, in fact mainly all the coarse carbides were spheroidised or 
extended rods, identified as MyC^. A considerable number of very fine 
M^C and I^C carbides can still be seen within the grains (plate 18 ). In 
the case of MyC^ at grain boundaries, the formation of this carbide is at 
the expense of M^C and N^ C. This result is supported by evidence that 
the area adjacent to grain boundaries which contain MyC^ carbides tend 
t© be denuded of M2C (plate to ),
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During shorter ageing time, tlie microstructures are more or less similar 
to that of the as-tempored condition, except that needle-sliaped 
carbides begin to grow. After further increase in ageing time 
(500 hrs), M2 begin to form, especially at grain boundaries. This 
carbide is formed at the expense of M^C and M2C carbides. After ageing 
for more than 500 hrs, some of the fine M2C carbides begin to disappear 
leaving only coarse needle-shaped M£C carbides. The disappearence of 
this fine M2C is believed to be connected with coarsening of this carbide 
and also to a result from the and car^ ^ e formation. With
further increase in ageing time, 5000 hrs, the spheroidisation of coarse 
carbides continues to occur both at grain bnundaries and within the 
grains. Also in this specimen, M^C was also detected, mainly at grain 
boundaries.
In summary, the change in microstructures and types of carbides throughout 
ageing treatments (except after ageing 5000 hrs) is in a good agreement 
with the hardness and also DBTT values (cf. plate 10 , table 19 and Figs 30 , 
27 )•
4.2.2.2 X-ray microanalysis and composition, of the carbides
From the x-ray microanalysis, the composition of the carbide particles 
were determined. As a reference for the embrittling study, the 
composition of the carbides, present in the as-tempered conditions, as shown 
in spectra of Figs. 40-43*, will be used. From this study it was found that . 
after embrittling treatment, some types of carbides were significantly 
different in their composition. However, these observations depend on 
the tempering condition, morphology and type of carbide particles. For 
example, in specimens T600(10) and T600(100) the composition of the M^C,
’'.before and after embrittling 'treatments, 7s. significantly different. 
Whereas for f^C, and their composititions do not change
significantly, even though their morphology does change during 
embrittling treatment.
The composition of carbide particles present at grain boundaries and 
within the grains are given as follows:
Composition of carbide particles within the grains: In this case
the composition of the M^C carbide present in specimens T600(10) 
and 1600(100) is significantly different from M^C found in specimens 
T675(20) and T750(l). For example, in T600(10) tempering condition, 
the M^C carbide contains predominantly iron, some chromium and possibly 
some manganese, but molybdenum was not detected (Fig.45) and the 
Fe(Ka) : Cr(Ka) x-ray peak ratio varied from 4:1 to 2:1. But after 
ageing or embrittling treatment the Fe(Ka) : Cr(Ka) x-ray peak ratio varied 
from 2:1 to 1:1, and some Mo (La) was also observed (Fig. 53 ). Furthermore, 
most of the M^C carbides which have the type of spectra shown in Fig. 45
were coarse carbides, i.e. 'branch* or feathery like precipitate (see
plate 14). Whereas M^C carbides which have the type of spectra shown in
figs. 40 and 53 were seen mainly as coarse and small spheroidised,
extended or 'stick' like precipitates. The summary of the composition 
of M^C carbides are presented in Table 20
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Table 20 . Elements detected in M^C carbides by X-ray microanalysis
Designation Morphology Elements and Amounts Detected Specimen 
(before and after 
ageing treatments)
large medium small trace
Type 1 
(Fig-45 )
Branch or 
feathery
form (plate 
14 )
Fe - Cr - T600(10)
Type 2 
(Fig-40 )
Spheroidised 
(plate 5)
Fe Cr - Mo T600(10),T600(100) 
T675(20),T750(1) j
Type 3 
(Fig.53)
Elongated and 
’stick1like 
precipitates 
(plate 6  a)
Fe Cr Mo T600(10),T600(100)
T675(20),T750(1).
From this table, it can be seen that the composition of M^C carbides 
depends on the morphology of the carbide.
After ageing at 500°C for times up to 5000 hrs, most of the M^C 
carbides can be seen in T600(10) and T600)100) tempering conditions 
are types 2 and 3, but type 1 can still be seen scattered within the 
grains. This result means that the increase in chromium content of M^C 
carbides will occur continuously during ageing treatments until the 
transformation of M^C to MyC^ occurs. In the case of specimens which have 
low hardness value, i.e. T675(20) and T750(l), most of the M^C observed 
were types 2 and 3. The composition of these two carbides are about the 
same and no significant change in composition was observed during embrittling 
or ageing treatment.
In the case of MyC^ carbide, before and after ageing treatments, there was 
not much change in the composition of this carbide even though their 
morphology was different, the main elements being still chromium and 
iron, and possibly some molybdenum (Fig.54). Here, the Fe (Ka) : Cr(Ka) 
x-ray peak ratio varied from 1:2 to 3:4. The difference is only in 
terms of Mo (La), because not all MyC^ carbides contained molybdenum 
(Fig*42) . In addition to this, some MyC^ carbide also contained silicon 
(Fig. 55).
Another important carbide in the embrittlement process is MyC carbide.
It contains predominantly molybdenum, some chromium and possibly some 
iron (Fig. 41 ) . Here the Mo (La) : Cr (Ka) x-ray peak ratio varied from 
2:1 to 3:1 for all conditions, before and after embrittling treatments.
Ihe morphology of this carbide is usually needle- or accicular-shaped 
(Plate 18). The summary of the elements presence in M2C carbides 
is shown in Table 21.
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Table 21. Elements detected in carbides by X-ray mieroanalysis
Designation Morphology Elements and Amounts Detected Specimen
large medium small trace (before and after 
ageing treatments)
Type 4 needle-
shaped
(plateis)
Mo •Cr Fe - All tempering 
conditions, except 
for T750(l) where 
types 4 and 5 
are rarely seen, 
only can be found 
as a very 
fine carbide
Type 5 Accicular- 
shaped 
(plate 15)
Mo Cr. Fe
Type 6 coarse- 
round 
shaped 
(plate 12)
Mo Cr Fe,P(?;
Type 7 small
spheroidised 
(plate 12 )
Mo Cr Fe —
Between types 4 and 5, there was not much difference in terms of 
carbide composition, even after longer ageing times.
Finally, for f^C^ carbide, the main elements present in this carbide 
were iron and chromium, with a significant amount of molybdenum 
(Figs43,56,57). Here the Fe(Ka) • Cr(Ka) x-ray peak.ratio varied 
from 2:1 to 1:1. After ageing treatment the ratios were unchanged, 
showing the stability of this carbide.
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Composition of carbide particles on the grain boundaries; It was 
presented previously that five different types of carbides were detected 
at grain boundaries (Tables 15-19)..In the case of M^C carbides, only 
specimen T600(10) has the composition of type 1 (Table 20), and for 
other tempering conditions (also including T600(10) tempering condition), 
types 2 and 3 were the predominant composition of M^C carbide. Furthermore, 
all types 2 and 3 carbides contained a significant amount of molybdenum, 
relatively higher than molybdenum in the M^C carbide within the grains 
(c f. Fig. 58and Fig. 53). Finally, because of the majority of M~C 
carbides at the boundaries have a higher proportion of chromium than 
those in the grains, the transformation of M^C to MyC^ is faster at 
grain boundaries than within the grains.
For M2C carbide particles, types 6 and 7 (Table 21) are predominant for 
all tempering conditions. Here the Mo(La) : Cr(Ka) x-ray peak ratios 
vary from the range of 2:1 to 3:1 for the as-tempered condition to the 
range of 2:1 to 5:1 after ageing treatments. Furthermore, after ageing 
treatments the spectra for M2C also contained a small peak at 2.01 keV 
(Fig.59). It is believed that this peak is due to P(Ka) x-ray emission.
The problem with this P(Ka) peak is that the energy range over which 
the phosphorus peak is recorded shows a very high back ground x-ray
emission, thus reducing the accuracy of the phosphorus peak measurement.
103
Recently, Pilling et al have interpreted this small peak as Mo(Ll) x-ray 
emission (2.013 keV) rather than either P(Ka) or P(Iy3) (2.014 and 2.015 
respectively). Nevertheless, a similar peak was not observed in the 
spectra of M2C carbides either from within the grains of embrittled 
specimens or from the grain boundaries of the as-tempered conditions.
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Furthermore, it is apparent that this peak is present in spectra of
molybdenum-rich carbides only. This is in agreement with the work 
52
of Lonsdale et al who, when studying the segregation of embrittling 
elements and creep life in 2jCr-lMo steel, observed significant 
concentrationsof phoshporus in molybdenum-rich carbides and not in 
chromium-rich ones. In order to check whether the small peak at 2.014 KeV 
is possibly a P(Ka) peak, a thin foil of pure molybdenum was prepared 
and analysed. The result is shown in Fig.60. It can be seen that 
the Mo(L a) is very high, but in this specimen a small peak at 2.01keV 
was not seen, therefore it is possible that the small peak is due to 
P(Ka) x-ray emission.
In the case of MyC^, a similar composition to MyC^ within the grains 
(Fig.54) was observed, except that, for MyC^ carbides at the grain 
boundaries, there was a significant amount of molybdenum, and it was 
found to increase with increasing ageing times (Fig.61 ).
The M23^  and M^C were also detected at grain boundaries, the typical 
spectra for these carbides are shown in Figs. 62, 63 , respectively. In 
the case of the same type of spectrum shown in Fig-56 was seen,
except that some at the grain boundaries contained a significant
amount of molybdenum (Fig.64). Finally, for M^C, the main components 
of this carbide are molybdenum, iron, some chromium and also silicon 
(Fig.63 ). Furthermore, all M^C carbides were only observed after longer 
ageing times, and some spectra also contained a small peak at 2.01 keV, 
which is believed to be due to P (Ka) x-ray emission. The presence of 
silicon in this carbide will affect indirectly the temper embrittlement 
process. For example, it will reduce the metal atom to carbon ratio, 
which in term will affect the chromium and molybdenum concentrations in 
solid solution.
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4.3 FRACTOGRAPHY RESULTS
4.3.1 As-Tempered Conditions
4.3.1.1 Lower Shelf of Absorbed Energy
For the as-tempered condition, the lower shelf fracture surface (fractured 
at -196°C) exhibited ’’cleavage", except for specimen T600(500), where 
about 21 of the fracture surface was intergranular. Typical 
fractographs of the fracture surface are shown in Plate 19 . Generally
from these fractographs there were no major differences between the 
fracture surfaces of the specimens which had a high hardness level, 
i.e. T600(10) and T600(100) and those which had a low hardness level, 
i.e. T600(500), T675(20) andT750(l).
The important feature of these "cleavage” fracture surfaces is that 
the type of transgranular fracture is not homogenous, but contains 
tear ridges. This means that the cleavage plane is not purely cleavage 
but a combination of small cleavages, and this type of cleavage is known 
as 'quasicleavage1. Also from these fractographs, it can be seen that 
the size and orientation of the cleavage planes within the grains are 
poorly defined. In other words, the true cleavage planes have been 
replaced by smaller ill-defined cleavage facets which might be 
initiated at the carbide particles, inclusions, ferrite plate-boundaries 
or prior austenite grain boundaries.
From the carbon extraction replica studies, replicas of fracture surfaces 
for T750(l) were prepared and examined in STEM. The microstructure of 
this specimen is shown in plate 20 .. It can be seen that the distribution 
of the carbide particles on the fracture surfaces is significantly different 
from that of polished samples (cf. plate 20 and plate 6) .However,all four 
types of carbides were found, i.e. MyC^, M C^, M^C and and this is
consistent with the carbide particles present on the polished specimens 
(within the grains,see table 15 ).
4.3.1.2. Upper Shelf of Absorbed Energy
If the testing temperature is raised from very low (e.g. in liq.
nitrogen) to higher temperature, the fracture mode changes from brittle
or cleavage fracture to ductile fracture. This result was confirmed
by the SEM study where the fracture surface of all tempering conditions
exhibited a 100% dimpled morphology indicative of the void nucleation
104
growth coalescence fracture mechanism . A typical fractrograph of 
the fracture surface (i.e. from a room temperature tested,, specimen) 
is given in plate 21 . From plates 22 and 23 , it can be seen that the large 
inclusions, identified as MnS (Fig-44) causes the dimples to be larger.
The shape of larger inclusions**^  not always equiaxed, some of them being 
elongated (4-11 ym long and 1.3-2 ym wide). Furthermore, the specimens 
which have high hardness values (T600(10), T600(100)) produce a 
somewhat ’stepped’ appearance on the fracture surface, whereas for low 
hardness specimens (T600(500), T675(20) and T750(l) the fracture, surface 
presented a dual scale of void formation (plate 24).
4.3.2. Isothermal Embrittlement Study
4.3.2.1 Lower Shelf of Absorbed Energy
It is known that all grain boundaries are susceptible to embrittlement, 
but that the preferred fracture path will be4he previous austenite grain 
boundaries if they are retained during quenching. Generally speaking, 
as the degree of temper embrittlement increases, the number of cleavage 
facets decreases, and it is replaced by intergranular fracture. This 
was the case with the present steel, where the lower shelf fracture changed 
from cleavage (as-tempered conditions) to a mixture of cleavage/transgranular 
and intergranular fractures (after embrittling/ageing treatments). The
typical fractographs by SEM for all tempering conditions are given 
in plate 25 . From these fractographs, it can be seen that the 
intergranular facet structure is dependent upon the tempering treatments.
For example, tempered at 600°C for different tempering times (i.e. lOhr, 
lOOhr and 500hr), there were vast differences in facet structures (Plates 
25 and 26 ), especially in terms of the roughness of the intergranular 
fracture surfaces. In this case the roughness increased with increasing 
tempering times, or in other words, it increased with decreasing hardness 
values. Here, for low hardness specimens (T600(500), T675(20) and 
T750(l)), the intergranular fracture is believed to be ’ductile’ intergranular 
fracture, whereas for high hardness specimens (T600(10) and T600(100)) 
’brittle’ intergranular fracture is found. The above results are partly 
due to the carbide particles present on the fracture surface, where the 
size of carbide particles was observed to increase with increasing 
tempering times .
In the case of the transgranular fracture surface it looks similar in form 
for all conditions, where the fracture surface is not truly cleavage, 
but combination of small cleavages. Apart from that, the secondary 
crack at the fracture surface can also be observed, and it seems to be 
mainly grain boundary cracking for embrittled specimens (plate 27a) and 
cleavage cracking for the non-embrittled specimens (plate 27b).
From fractographs shown in plate 25 and others, the proportions of inter­
granular fracture were measured and the results are presented in Fig- 64 .
It can be seen that the proportion of intergranular fracture is in agreement 
with the DBTT values (Fig*27 ) for all tempering conditions except for 
specimen T750(l) where after ageing at 500°C for times up to 500hr, the
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proportion of intergranular fracture did not increase significantly, , 
although their DBTT values increased for the same region of ageing 
times. Then ageing time up to lOOOhr the proportion of intergranular 
fracture increased slowly, even though the DBTT exhibited a minimum.
This result means that the embrittlement process is not just dependent 
on the segregation of impurity, but also depends on the distribution 
of the carbide particles within the grains or in other words it depends 
on the hardness values. Therefore from these results the percentage 
of intergranular fracture can also be used to assess the degree of 
embrittlement.
4.3.2.2. Upper Shelf of Absorbed Energy
The typical fractographs for the fracture surfaces after being fractured
at room temperature are shown in Plate 28. It can be seen that, after
tempering and ageing at 500°C for varying times up to 5000 hrs, the
general features of the fracture surfaces were still unchanged, i.e.
dimple fracture surfaces where microvoid coalescence is the fracture 
104
mechanism , nucleated at the large MnS inclusions. In addition to this, 
in low hardness specimens, on the fracture surfaces, there were many 
more fine dimples surrounding the large dimples. A summary of the size 
of the dimples is given, in Table 22 .
The size of the dimples, before and after ageing 
treatments.
Dimple size
SPECIMEN Large dimple Small dimple
(vm) ( m )
T600(10) > 3 - 2 5 0.3 - 3
T600(100) > 3 - 3 0 0.3 - 3
T600(500) ")
T675(20) >6-115 0.3 - 6
T750(l) >
■ .
4.4 ETCHING METHOD RESULTS
4.4.1 Optical Microscopy
This simple method was used in order to confirm whether the
segregation of phosphorus to grain boundary is occured during tempering
and ageing treatments. Recently, a saturated aqueous solution of
picric acid containing wetting agent has been reported to attack
105
preferentially grain boundaries contaminated by phosphorous . In the
present study, similar observations have been found. Apart from that,
the grain boundary attack is significantly different between less
embrittled and more embrittled specimens (see plate 29). From these
optical micrographs it can be seen that less grain boundary attack was
observed in as tempered condition specimens, but after ageing treatment 
o
at 500 C, a severe grain boundary attack by the etchant was seen.
The severity of the attack depends on the ageing times. This result 
means that the segregation of phosphorus takes place during ageing 
treatments. Furthermore, it was also found that, in the specimen which 
exhibited a minimum in DBTT after ageing at 500°C for lOOOhr (specimen 
T750(l)), less grain boundary attack by this etchant was observed (plate 29b). 
Ihis means that less segregation of phosphorus to grain boundaries has 
taken place. All these results are consistent with the AES, DBTT, and 
carbide particle studies.
4.4.2. Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron micrographs of prior austenite grain boundaries are 
shown in plate 30 . The large varation in the depth and width of the
grooves formed along prior austenitic boundaries due to etching is 
evident. In other words, a large variation in degree of etching attack 
on different grain boundaries indicates that the intensity of phosphorus 
segregation varies strongly from one grain boundary to another. From this
micrograph it can also be seen that phosphorous segregated not only to , 
prior austenite grain boundaries but also at other boundaries within 
the grains, and some of these boundaries appear not to be linked with 
prior aus tenite grain boundaries.
4.4.3. Measurements of the Groove Depths
The details of the technique used were given in section 3.7. In this 
case two types of specimens which have the same hardness value (for 
the as-tempered condition : T600(500) and T750(l)) but exhibited 
different DBTT curves (Fig. 27 ) were used. The micrograph given in 
plate29 clearly show the difference between the un-embrittled (as 
tempered condition) and embrittled specimens. The results of the 
measurement are shown in the form of histograms (Figs. 65-68) in-which the 
formation of grain boundaries having a given groove depth is plotted,
GBp and GB^ , represent the number of grain boundaries having a given 
groove depth and the total number respectively. As seen in Figs*65-68 
the groove depths are spread over a wide range (i.e. from 0 to 1.1 ym) 
and it depends on the tempering conditions. Both mean and mode of the 
groove depths become deeper as the ageing times at 500°C were increased, 
suggesting a significant direct dependence of concentration of segregated 
phosphorus on ageing times.
Mean values and maximum modes of the groove depth, calculated for each 
condition on the basis of its histogram (Table22 ) were plotted against 
ageing times and presented in Fig*69. It can be seen that there is some 
consistency in the pattern of the curve with the DBTT values for these 
two conditions (cf. Fig69 and Fig-27). Furthermore, when the mean values 
of the groove depth 'are plotted against DBTT values for each condition 
and shown in Fig-70 , it can be noticed that there exists a linear
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Table 22
SPECIMEN AGEING TREATMENT MEAN DEPTH OF M3EES DEPTH OF THE GROOVE
AT 500°C (Hr.) THE GROOVES
T750(l) 0 0.181 0.15
200 0.283 0.15 0.35
500 0.287 0.25 0.45
1000 0.287 0.15 0.45
2280 0.323 0.15 0.75
5000 0.401 0.25 0.45 0.75
T600(500) 0 0.199 0.15
200 0.249 0.15 0.25
500 0.316 0.15 0.45
1000 0.375 0.25 0.45 0.65
2280 0.365 0.25 0.45 0.65
5000 0.381 0.25 0.45 0.65
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relationship between the DBTT and mean groove depth values. This 
result means that the concentration of phosphorus at the grain boundaries 
is increased with increasing ageing times, this in turn results in 
increasing the DBTT values.
The etching method results will also be compared with the AES results, 
and this comparison is shown in Fig.71. Roughly,it can be seen that 
there exists a linear relationship between the peak height ratio and 
mean groove depth. Such good correspondence strongly confirms that 
the etching attack of the present solution against grain boundaries 
is due to phosphorus, and that the etching method is suitable for 
the studying of its segregation at grain boundaries. One advantage 
of using this method is that AES analysis cannot be applied to steels 
which do not fracture in the intergranular mode, therefore this method 
is very convenient to detect temper embrittlement of low alloy steels.
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4.5. AUGER ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY . (AES) RESULTS
In-situ fracture produced approximately 4 to SS% intergranular mode 
of fracture (i.e. depending.on the tempering treatments), with failure 
occuring along the prior austenite grain boundaries. All the peaks 
were given as the percentage of the F e ^  peak height. Also the 
values of the AES peak height for phosphorus, chromium and molybdenum 
given in this section are the average of 20 to 30 measurements taken 
from different surfaces of the intergranular fracture. These measurements 
represent'-.the grain boundary concentration of alloying and impurity 
elements, whereas the spectra obtained from cleavage facets were taken 
as the representative of the matrix level. The typical Auger spectra 
(both pulse counting, N(E) and differential, dN(E)/dE) for both 
intergranular (A) and transgranular (B) (plate 31) fracture surfaces 
are presented in Figs*72, 73, respectively. From these spectra, it can 
be seen that the intergranular fracture surfaces showed a much higher 
concentration of phosphorus compared to the bulk (transgranular). The 
chromium and molybdenum concentrations were also enhanced but to a lesser 
degree. The small peak of oxygen (O^g) in the spectra of the intergranular 
and the cleavage facets are caused by the adsorption from the residual 
atmosphere after fracture.
A summary of all the Auger analyses is given in Table 23- which contain 
the peak height ratio for various .elements on a different spots of the 
same intergranular facet, as well as the means and standard deviations. 
Furthermore, phosphorus also appeared to be the main impurity element 
responsible for the embrittlement of this alloy.
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Table 23 The distribution of P,Cr and Mo on intergranular 
fracture surface (the same intergranular fracture 
surface),T600(500) and aged at 500°C for 500hr.
ANALYSIS
(different spot on 
the same facet)
NORMALISED AUGER PEAK
----  r
HEIGHT
P Cr Mo
1 22% 5.9% 4.9%
2 25.5% 8.5% 3.2%
3 22,2% 6.3% 6.3%
4 29% 15.4% 7.7%
5 18% 5.0% 4.5%
AVERAGE
■ ■■ — - ------ -i--:--- --- — .. - - ■ J
23.31-4% 8.2%- 4.2% 5.3%-1.7%
4*5.1. Grain Boundary Segregation
The variation in the chromium, molybdenum and phosphorus concentrations 
of the intergranular fracture surfaces as a function of ageing time at 
500°C is presented in Figs*74-78.Here, each point represents the average 
value obtained from one sample. The error bar represents the concentration 
value obtained from different facets. It is clear that the phosphorus 
concentration (as well as chromium and molybdenum) varies greatly from 
boundary to boundary, and that scatter is also seen from sample to sample. 
The scatter in values^  from boundary to boundary might be due to, first, the 
variation in orientation with respect to the primary beam, and secondly, . 
due to the localised segregation of phosphorus, chromium and possibly 
molybdenum at the grain boundaries. In Figs .79-81, the grain boundary 
concentrations of these three elements are plotted individually as a 
function of ageing time at 500°C. However, there were several problems 
experienced in determining the chromium and molybdenum concentrations of 
the grain boundaries. First, in the case of chromium, the interference 
from oxygen (O^QeV peak) in the Auger spectra make it difficult to 
determine the concentration of chromium and secondly, the problem is 
further complicated (this including molybdenum) as a result of the 
presence of chromium-rich MyC^ and molybdenum-rich and as well as other 
chromium and molybdenum containing carbides at the grain boundaries. Also 
from Figs. 79-81 , the segregation behaviour of phosphorus and chromium,
and as well as molybdenum illustrate the following important features.
4.5.1.1 Phosphorus
The Fig.79 shows the average grain boundary phosphorus concentration plotted 
as a function of agoing timo at 50Q°C. Hero, all the phosphorus detected 
at the grain boundary is from the segregated phosphorus. The grain boundary 
enrichment by phosphorus increases with increasing ageing times and remains
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constant after longer ageing time. For example, in line T600(500) and. 
T675(20) tempering conditions, the grain boundary phosphorus concentration 
progressively increased but later appeared to saturate after ageing > lOOOhrs. 
This result is also consistent with the DBTT (See Fig'27 ). Whereas for 
other tempering conditions, that is, T600(10), T600(100) and T750(l) two 
stages of phosphorus segregation were observed. The initial segregation of 
phosphorus exhibited equilibrium segregation and then a discontinuity in this 
behaviour occurred following long term ageing at 500°C ( lOOOhr) when a 
further rapid increase in phosphorus concentration occured, indicating 
a change in the thermodynamic reference state. Furthermore, for all 
tempering conditions, desegregation of phosphorus did not occur during the 
ageing treatment, i.e. even at the region where the DBTT was observed to 
decrease (between 500 and lOOOhrs), in fact in this region the level of 
phosphorus concentration at the grain boundary remained constant. This 
observation indicates that factors other than the segregation of phosphorus 
are important in determining the DBTT; in other words, the parameters such 
as hardness, microstructure and also carbide types are very important in 
affecting the embrittling behaviour of the present steel.
Apart from that, the level of phosphorus concentration at the grain boundaries 
is also dependant on the tempering treatment.
4.5.1.2. Chromium
A similar segregation behaviour to that of phosphorus was noted for all 
tempering conditions, indicating a possible mutual dependence. Nevertheless 
all of them exhibited a very weak rate of segregation. For T600(10),
T600(100) and T750(1) tempering conditions, a discontinuity in 
chromium concentration, i.e., a secondary increase in chromium 
concentration, occurred following long term ageing at 500°C (> lOOOhrs), 
indicating a change in chromium content of the matrix and as well as at 
the grain boundaries, this is as a result of carbide transformation and 
this will be discussed later. Apart from that, the chromium
concentration was not observed to decrease in the region where the DBTT 
decreases with increasing the ageing time.
It was mentioned previously that there were many problems encountered 
with the chromium spectra and analysis here was also frustrated by an 
overlapping oxygen peak (O^q0V) arising from the residual gas contamination 
of the fracture surface. The problem was further accentuated after using 
long scan times. The combination of chromium-rich carbides on other 
chromium containing carbides at the grain boundaries will make the 
measurement even more complicated and this will prevent accurate 
measurement of the Cr^g peak height and therefore chromium concentration. 
Nevertheless, we are still convinced that the chromium peak from the Auger 
spectra predominantly comes from the segregated chromium and the rest in 
the form of carbide. In other words, in all conditions of heat treatment, 
chromium was not only precipitated at the grain boundaries, but also 
unambiguously segregated at the grain boundaries.
4.5.1.3 Molybdenum
From Fig. 81 it can be seen that the molybdenum content of the grain
boundaries does not exhibit similar behaviour to that of phosphorus and
chromium. For example, for T600(500), T675(20) and T750(l) tempering
conditions the molybdenum content of the grain boundary remained constant
throughout the ageing times, and thus for T600(10) and T600(100) tempering
conditions, it decreased with increasing ageing times. This result can
also provide additional information concerning the correlation between
molybdenum and phosphorus atoms, i.e. it showed that molybdenum and
phosphorus atoms do not enhance each other or cosegregate together to
grain boundaries during ageing treatments, and this result is in
69contradiction with the previous work , where they found that the molybdenum 
can enhance the segregation of phosphorus, or vice versa, to the grain 
boundaries. Nevertheless, from this observation, it does not mean that
molybdenum atoms do not have an effect or influence on the segregation 
of phosphorus, because we believe that molybdenum atoms in the solid 
solution do play an iiqportant role in preventing the segregation of 
phosphorus, as suggested previously^, but molybdenum itself does not 
cosegregate with phosphorus or enhance each other in grain boundaries.
In the case where the molybdenum content of the grain boundaries decreasing 
with increasing ageing time (Figs- 77,78), these results are also consistent 
with the carbide particle study, where the molybdenum at the grain 
boundary is progressively incorporated into the carbides upon ageing 
for a long time.
For each series of tempering conditions, a considerable amount of 
molybdenum at the grain boundary is detected. Nevertheless, a similar 
problem as with the chromium concentration is also experienced here, 
where the molybdenum is also a strong carbide former. Therefore, the 
concentration reported here is partly from molybdenum atoms at the 
grain boundaries and the rest from the carbides. Although the beam 
size used in the present study is reasonably small, ^ 0.6ym^ we still 
were unable to differentiate whether the molybdenum comes from the 
carbide or from the grain boundaries. This is because a large number 
of very fine molybdenum-rich I^C carbides and other molybdenum containing 
carbides were formed at the grain boundaries of the intergranular fracture 
surface (see plate 20b) during ageing treatments.
4.5.1.4. Other Elements
For other elements such as carbon, manganese, sulphur and silicon we 
were unable to get reliable information about these four elements because 
of the limitation'imposed by the signal to noise ratio, making it 
difficult to isolate some of the peaks which are close together.
For example, there were some Indications of manganese segregation 
in specimens which had been mostly severely embrittled, but this 
limitation made it difficult to isolate manganese peaks from the 
neighbouring iron peaks. Similarly for the silicon peak (92 eV) 
where it was found to overlap with the iron peak at 86 eV. In 
the case of sulphur, not all intergranular fracture surfaces contain 
this element, as shown by spectra in Figs.82,83JLastly, concerning carbon 
it is not possible to draw any conclusion regarding the type of carbon 
segregation from the AES spectra as it is not possible to differentiate 
between carbon in solid solution and in carbide particles. This 
problem is further complicated as a result of contamination during 
fracture. This problem is illustrated by spectrum in Fig. 84 where 
after 1 hour analysing, the i rans granular fracture surface was 
contaminated by the carbon from the environment inside the vacuum system.
4.5.2. The Effect of Tempering Treatment
The variation in the phosphorus, chromium and molybdenum concentrations 
on ageing at 500°C together with the variation in DBTT are presented 
in Figs-85,86 . In this case the effect of tempering treatments on the 
segregation behaviour can be divided into two main categories. These 
are as follows:
4.5.2.1 The Same Hardness Level
From Fig.85 the main features of the segregation behaviour are as follows:
The level of phosphorus segregation depends on the tempering treatment 
where the most brittle condition ha3 the highest level-of phosphorus 
segregation or, in other words, the DBTT values arc strongly dependent 
on the phosphorus concentration at the grain boundaries. Furthermore, . 
all the segregation behaviours for phosphorus were consistent with the 
DIVIT values. In the case of chromium and molyhdomim, genoni11 y the
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grain boundary contents of these two elements strongly depend on the, 
tempering treatment, but more precisely they depend on the type of 
carbide particles present at the grain boundaries and as well as within 
the grains. Apart from that, the segregation behaviour of chromium is 
also consistent with that of phosphorus, but this is not the case ivith 
molybdenum.
When the variations of the Cr^29/^703 an^ ^ °186^e703 
ratios for each tempering condition are plotted against Pi2c/^e703 Pea^ 
height ratio (Fig-87 ) it can be seen that the Cr529/^703 ^°186^e703
ratios in the grain boundaries behave differently with reference to 
P12c/Fe703* resu^”*: means the effect of these two elements on
phosphorus segregation is significantly different. In the case of 
chromium, it is obvious that the chromium and phosphorus must have some 
sort of mutual dependence, or in other words, the concentration of phosphorus 
at the grain boundaries is strongly dependent on the amounts of chromium 
at the grain boundaries as well as within the grains. While for 
molybdenum, in all T600(500), T675(20) and T750(l) tempering condtions, 
the Mo-^ g^ /FeyQ^  peak height ratios are constant and independent on the 
amount of Pi2(/^e703 at JFa:*11 boundaries throughout the ageing 
treatments.
It is also interesting to note that for the same amounts of phosphorus 
segregation (See Fig-87 ) we found that the amounts of chromium and molybdenum 
at the grain boundaries for each tempering condition are significantly 
different. In order to understand the problem, the effect of 
the ageing treatments on the distribution of carbide types present 
at the grain boundaries and also within the grains was studied 
in detail. The results are summarised in Table 24 . From this table, 
it can be seen that the ageing time and as well as carbide types were
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the important factors in determining the amount of phosphours segregation 
at the grain boundaries.
4.5.2.2 Different Hardness Levels
The tempering conditions included in this group are the specimens which have 
been tempered at 600°C for lOhr, lOOhr, and 500hr, i.e. T600(10), T600(100), 
and T600(500), respectively.
The variations of phosphorus, chromium and molybdenum contents of the grain 
boundaries together with DBTT on ageing at 500°C as a function of tempering 
treatments are shown in Fig. 86'.. The main features of the segregation 
behaviour are as follows: The level of phosphorus segregation depends on
the tempering times.
Firstly, the longer the tempering time (T600(500)) the higher the 
phosphorus segregation andii exhibit? a maximum (constant value) with 
ageing times (>1000hr). Secondly, the lower the tempering time, the 
longer the ageing time necessary to reach the equilibrium segregation.
For the latter case, two stages of phosphorus segregation were observed: 
between 500 to 1000 hrs, the phosphorus segregation level remained 
constant and then continued to increase again ( >1000hr). It is believed 
that both of these features are presumably due to the variation in the 
chromium and molybdenum concentrations in the solid solution. For example, 
for T600(10) and T600(100) tempering conditions, less chromium remained 
in solid solution than in specimen T600(500). This is because those two 
conditions have more carbides which are rich in chromium, and these 
chromium-rich carbides continued to form at the expense of iron-rich M^C 
carbides (i.e. M^C •* M^C^) during ageing for a long time.
When the Pi2c/Fe'703 Pea^ height ratio is plotted against ^r529/Fe703 
and M°ig5/Fe703 Pea^ height ratios, the results are as shown in Fig*88fto b) 
respectively. From these figures, it* can be seen that for all tempering
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conditions, there was a definite mutual attraction between chromium and 
phosphorus atoms, i.e. phosphorus increased proportionally with chromium.
But this is not the case for molybdenum where for the T600(500) 
tempering condition, the molybdenum content of the grain boundaries 
remained constant with increasing phosphorus concentration, whereas 
for T600(10) and T600(100) tempering conditions, the increase in 
molybdenum content of the grain boundaries is accompanied by a decrease 
in phosphorus concentration. From Fig88 we can also find that for the same 
amount of phosphorus the amount of chromium at the grain boundary increased 
with decreasing the tempering times, whereas in the case of molybdenum, 
it increased with increasing tempering times. In order to understand this 
problem, similar results to Table24 are summarised and given in Table 25 .
From this Table, it is clearly seen that the carbide types and also the 
ageing treatment used are the most important parameters in determining 
the phosphorus and also chromium and molybdenum contents of the grain 
boundaries.
4.5.3. Composition Profiles at the Grain Boundary
Compositional profiles from the grain boundary can be obtained by sputtering 
the fracture surfaces with argon ions. An example of the Auger spectra 
from this kind of experiment is shown in Fig.89 . The lower spectrum , 
from the freshly fractured specimen, when compared with, the upper spectrum ,
Hh
obtained after extensive sputtering with Ar ions, indicates the presence
of excess phosphorus, chromium and some molybdenum on the grain
90,91
boundaries. In Figs* are shown the concentration profiles of the excess 
phosphorus, chromium and molybdenum in the region adjacent to the 
grain boundaries, obtained by successive Ar+ sputtering. . It is believed 
that the phosphorus concentration was confined to the first few 
monolayers (^ 4 atomic layers) of the boundary, whereas the chromium and
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Fig. 90a Composition profile of the grain boundary by sputtering analysis.
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molybdenum segregation profiles were much broader, i.e. they gradually 
approached the bulk value.
All the excess phosphorus detected on the grain boundary is segregated, 
b u t } in the case of chromium and molybdenum, it is more complicated 
because of the large amounts of intergranular carbides such as M C^,
M2C, MyC^ and (depending on the tempering/heat treatment).
Nevertheless, we also believe that appreciable amounts of chromium at 
the fracture surface are actually segregated within a few atomic layers 
of the boundaries. But in the case of molybdenum, the excess molybdenum 
on the fracture surface depends on the tempering treatments, for example, 
if we used the tempering treatment such that .tie formation of molybdenum- 
rich M2C carbides is completed, we will find the excess molybdenum on 
the intergranular fracture surface is very small; in fact the molybdenum 
profile remained approximately constant, which means that all molybdenum 
is in precipitated form. Conversely, if we have excess molybdenum on 
the grain boundary, this means that the formation of molybdenum-rich 
M^C carbides is still not completed therefore the molybdenum detected 
is in the form of segregates as well as precipitates. The best 
examples of these two results were shown by specimens T600(500) and 
T600(10) after ageing at 500°C for 1000 hrs. The T600(500) tempering 
conditions showed that before and after ion sputtering the Mo-^ g5/^703 
peak height ratios remained almost constant (Fi g90a) and this result 
means that all the molybdenum found on the fracture surface is predominantly 
as a carbide, whereas for the latter condition, the molybdenum is 
partially as a segregate and the rest as precipitates and this can be 
seen in Fig.<?o£where the molybdenum was largely detected on the grain 
boundaries after being fractured, but it began to disappear and approach 
the bulk value (matrix) after short ion sputtering (10 sec), indicating 
it was partially in segregated form. These results were also confirmed
by the carbide particles study.
Another point is that the width of the zone affected by segregation 
was independent of the embrittling conditions. Also the height of 
the subsequent plateau for chromium and molybdenum, which varies with 
heat treatment, is indicative of the extent of intergranular precipitation.
4.5.4. General Result
When the DBTT are plotted against all observed phosphorus Auger 
peak heights (Fig.92) and versus the percentage of intergranular 
fracture at -196°C (Fig*93) it can be seen that the DBTT increase 
is proportional to the increase in the amount of segregated phosphorus, 
and the brittle fractures become more intergranular. Hence, the 
embrittlement involves a continuous increase in the number of brittle 
boundaries and in the amount of phosphorus present on these boundaries. 
Furthermore, when the embrittlement is plotted in terms of the ADBTT 
versus the grain boundary phosphorus content of all tempering conditions 
(Fig-94) a similar relationship as in Fig-92 is obtained. The result shows 
that for the most brittle specimen (T600(500)), a small increase in the 
degree of embrittlement is accompanied by higher Pp2c/Fe703 Pea^ height 
ratio, whereas for the least brittle specimen (T750(l)), with the same 
value of ADBTT as T600(S00) there is a small Pi2c/Fe703 Pea^ height 
ratio. This result was expected because in specimen T600(500) some 
segregation of phosphorus occurred during the tempering treatment (where 
^ 2% of intergranular fracture was observed). Also from this figure, 
it is interesting to note that all the slopes are about the same, where 
there is about an 8° rise in degree of embrittlement for every 2% 
increase in the Pi2c/Fe703 Pea^  height ratio.
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In the case of chromium, from Fig-80 , each signal represents an 
average value of intergranular facets for particular heat treatment. 
Although part of the Auger signal for chromium comes from carbide 
particles, the fact that the peak hhight increases with increasing 
DBTT, as well as phosphorus concentration (Figs 87,88,95).. This vindicates 
that cosegregation of chromium and phosphorus has occurred. In contrast, 
the evidence given in Fig 81 is that molybdenum does not increase with 
increasing DBTT and phosphorus (Figs 87,88,96).
This means that no cosegregation between molybdenum and phosphorus is
believed to occur. This is expected because molybdenum is not usually
surface active Therefore molybdenum would not be expected
to exist in excess on the grain boundaries during ageing treatments.
But this result is in contradiction to what has been given by Yu and 
69
McMahon who found that the peak height of molybdenum increases with 
phosphorus peak height. Nevertheless, we are not surprised by their 
results because they drew this conclusion that there was a trend for 
phosphorus to increase with increasing molybdenum using all observed 
molybdenum and phosphorus peaks of different heat treatments. This is 
not the case in the present result because we treat each specimen 
separately, and we found that phosphorus increases independently of the 
concentration of molybdenum of the grain boundaries for particular 
tempering treatments.
Finally, from fig* 97, the rate of DBTT increase as a function of hardness
increases with the level of phosphorus segregation (i.e. the slope between
DBTT and hardness increases with increasing phosphorus concentration).
It can also be seen that for the same level of hardness value, the DBTT
depends significantly on the level of phosphorus segregation. -A Iso
for the same amount of phosphorus segregation, the DBTT increases when
63
the hardness increases. All these results agreed with previous work .
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5. DISCUSSION
5.1. The Microstructiire
The carbide precipitation sequence during tempering of low alloy steels
has been investigated thoroughly, and there have been at least two
detailed reports on the precipitates present in steels similar to the
alloy used in this study. Baker and Nutting studied the carbides
present in a quenched and tempered samples of a 2jCr-lMo steel as a
107
function of ageing time at various temperatures. Andrew et al described 
what were considered to be the equilibrium phases present in long term 
aged laboratory casts of steels containing various amounts of chromium 
and molybdenum. The details of the carbide transformation which occur 
during tempering have been reviewed in section 2.1.2. Tempered 
microstructures of the present steel are compared with those of Baker 
and Nutting in Fig. 1. It can be seen from the figure that in general 
there is a good agreement between the present study and the Baker and 
Nutting results. One of the main differences, however, is the amount 
of each type of carbide present in the microstructure for a given 
tenpered condition. It appears that this may be due to the faster 
rate of transformation of M^C to stable carbides in the present steel 
than in the steel used by Baker and Nutting. For example, in the 
specimens which have been tempered at 600°C for 10, 100 and SOOhrs, the 
series of carbide transformations is summarised as follows: (see Fig.l 
for comparison with Baker and Nutting's result).
600°C 600°C
MARTENSITE — — -» M-C + M,G ------* M-C- + M-C + M,C
10hr (T600(10)) l00hr (T600(100))
600°C
M7C3 + *"
(T600(500))
500hr
From these series and Fig. 1, it can be seen that some discrepancies are 
apparent on cosideration of the transformation kinetics. For example, after 
tempering at 600°C for 500hr, in the present steel only two types of
positively identified and M^C was not 
detected. Whereas from Baker and Nutting’s result (Fig. 1), MyCg, 
and also M^C were all detected, and in fact, M^C carbide was still the 
predominant carbide. A similar case was also observed in the specimen T600(100) 
where, in our steel, MyC^ carbides were already formed after tempering at 600°C 
for lOOhr , idiich is not the case for Baker and Nutting’s results, i.e. they 
did not detect MyC^ carbides until 200hr at 600°C. The differences in the 
results observed in this work and that of Baker and Nutting's result might be 
due to the different methods used. The more accurate X-ray microanalysis and 
microdiffraction methods^ were used in this work whereas the X-ray diffraction 
and X-ray fluorescence techniques were used in their study. It is apparent 
from the above discussion that with reference to published data a general 
prediction of the presence of a given type of carbide in a tempered alloy can 
be obtained but, in order to get more detailed information concerning carbides 
in a given tempered alloy steel, individual studies must be carried out.
Differences between the grain boundaries and within the grain carbides are 
particularly noticeable with respect to the amount of M^C, M^C, MyCg and ^ 3^  
carbides (Tables 15-19). Also for specimen which have been tempered at 
600°C for 10 and lOOhrs , M^C disappears from the boundaries faster than 
from within the grains. Therefore, from this result, without exposing it 
to longer tempering time, we can determine the type of carbide particles 
by tempering for a short time only, because by studying the carbide 
particles at the grain boundaries one can predict what is likely to happen 
in the grains at longer tempering time. This is because, firstly, the 
nucleation and growth of the various types of carbides during tempering 
often proceeds more rapidly at the grain boundary than in the grain and-,
carbides, namely MyC^and were
secondly, the grain boundaries provide preferential sinks and 
rapid diffusion paths for alloy and residual atoms.
In term of the stability of the microstructure, T750(l) was far 
from equilibrium, containing M^C, M?C, M 
M^C, but the latter carbide can be ruled out because it has recently 
been shown'^ that the formation of M^C at 750°C would take place 
after tempering times in excess, of lOOOhr. The instability of the 
T750(l) , T600(10) and T6(X)(100) microstructure are due to the 
presence of quite a large proportion of unstable M^C carbides both 
at grain boundaries and within the grains (Table 6, 9, 10). As a 
result of this, M^C carbides will transform to other relatively m o r e  
stable carbides during prolonged tempering (or ageing) time. M^C 
carbides may tranform to other carbides, such as M^C, M7C3 and 
M2 in two ways :
1091. By in-situ transformation where the alloy 
element gradually concentrates in the MgC until the individual 
particles transform as a whole.
1
2. By separate nucleation where M^C is redissolved 
in the ferrite and the alloy carbide precipitates. This process 
usually occurs in high chromium steels.
For the in-situ transformation a good example is the transformation of 
iron-rich M^C to chromium-rich MyCy This type of transformation has
yC^y M23C5 and possibly
been demonstrated by Inoue^^. If this kind of transformation occurred, 
it might be expected that individual M^C particles would gradually 
increase their chromium content on tempering or ageing until the Cr:Fe 
x-ray peak ratio reaches a value where transformation to MyC^ becomes 
favourable. Then if a particle of. M^C transforms to MyC^ completely, 
with no volume decrease, chromium and carbon must diffuse to the
particles and iron must be rejected in order to preserve stoichometry.
The formation of M7C3 in the specimen T750(1) is believed to be formed 
by this process, because the chromium content of M^C carbide is very 
high (Fig-53), which favours the in-situ transformation. %
However, this is not the case for the specimen T600(10) where the 
chromium content of M^C is very small(Fig.45 ), therefore it will take 
longer tempering or ageing times (depending on the temperature) for the 
in-situ transformation to become favourable. It is also believed that 
before the in-situ transformation can occur some of M^C will dissolve, 
in which case the transformation of M^C to MyC^ is as follow:
Specimen T600(10):
some M-C in-situ
M-C   M-C   -*• M-C-
(feathery/branchdissolve (elongated/ ^ansfematicm
like precipitate) spheroidised)
( !^c )
0
whereas in the case of specimen T750(l), the transformation of M^C to
MyC^ is as follow:
in-situ
MjC   > MyCg
(elongated/spheroidised) transformation
The Microstructures formed during eimbrittling treatments at 500°C for
varying times up to 50001m depend on the initial tempering treatments. 
If the tendering treatment used was such that a stable microstructure, 
(such as in the specimens T600(500) and T675(20)) was produced, then, 
during embrittling/ageing treatments, the microstructure would remain
begin to form (Tables 16,17 ). Nevertheless, these carbide transformations 
which occur at grain boundaries do not affect the overall appearance 
of the microstructure, especially the morphology of the carbide particles 
(Plates 7,8). Conversely, if the tempering treatment used produced 
unstable carbides such as M^C (T750(l), T600(10) and T600(100)), it is 
expected that carbide reaction would continue during ageing in order 
to achieve equilibrium conditions with the formation of and M^C
carbides. In the present study, during ageing treatments at 500°C 
and times up to 5000hrs, only M^C carbides, both at the grain boundaries and 
within the grains, were seen to transform to other carbides such as
more or less similar to that of the as-tenpered condition, except for 
the carbide particles at grain boundaries where and possibly M^C
grains, the
constant or inrrpasp with aopincr time, althroioh at crrain boundaries
and possibly M^ C. Whereas in the case of I^C, within the
concluded
times lip to 5000hrs,reaches equilibrium after ageing times greater than 
5000hrs.
transformed to a  more s-fable carbide such as
Finally, the series of carbide transformations during tenpering and 
 ageing of the present steel can be summarised as follow:
MzC —  * J123Co * V
5.2 The Effect of Types of Carbides on Temper Eirbrittlement
In this section, an attempt will be made to show how the types of 
carbides and their relative presence, both at the grain boundaries 
and within the grains, affect temper embrittlement of the 2jCr-lMo steel.
5.2.1 The As-Tempered Condition
5.2.1.1 The Same Hardness Level
In order to clarify the effect of carbides on the temper embrittlement 
of 2|Cr-lMo steel, in Table 26 are summarised the main parameters 
which characterise the three as-tempered conditions that were selected 
on the basis of the same hardness for different carbide types. With 
respect to DBTT the as-tempered condition fall into two groups, namely 
more-brittle T600(500) and less-brittle T675(20) and T750(l). The 
higher brittleness of T600(500) as reflected by the presence of inter- 
granular fracture can be correlated with the higher content of IV^ C 
both at the grain boundaries and within the grains (Table 26 ). I^C 
is a molybdenum-rich carbide which according to previous studies ^  
enhances susceptibility to temper embrittlement in low alloy steels 
containing chromium and molybdenum as alloying additions and phosphorus 
as an impurity.
According to the above argument, the DBTT of the specimen T750(l) 
should be appreciably lower than that of the specimen T675(20). However, 
it has been found that in the specimen T750(l) an appreciably higher 
molybdenum content was present in the chromium - and molybdenum -rich 
carbides, specially in M23^, as compared with the same carbides in 
the specimen T6 75(20). It can therefore be expected that the 
concentration of molybdenum in solid solution is similar in both tempered 
conditions leading to similar DBTT values.
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5.2.1.2. Different Hardness Levels
The formations of carbides during tempering at 600°C can be summarised 
as follows (also see Table 11 ):
T600(10)
(m3c+m2c)
600°C T600(100) 600°C T600(500)
100 h (M2C+M7C3/M3C) 500 h (m2c+m 7c3)
It is inappropriate to deduce from the carbide transformation the influence 
of carbide particles on DBTT without taking into account the hardness 
effect, especially in the case of T600(10) and T600(100). For example, 
the amount of molybdenum rich M2C in specimen T600(100) is higher than 
that in specimen T600(10) (Table 11 and Fig *39), and according to the 
argument which has been referred to insection 5.2.1.1 the DBTT of specimen 
T600(100) should be higher than that of specimen T600(10). It has 
however been found that specimen (T600(10) is more brittle than 
specimen T600(100). The higher brittleness of specimen T600(10) is 
therefore due to other factors such as hardness effect. In the case 
of specimen T600(500) , although it has the lowest hardness value, it 
is morebrittle than the other two conditions. This result is not unexpected 
because in this specimen the formation of the molybdenum-rich M2C 
carbides has already been completed (See Table 13 ), whereas in specimens 
T600(10) and T600(100) the formation of the molybdenum-rich f^C carbides 
is still incomplete. Therefore, we would expect that the molybdenum 
concentration in solid solution is higher which, according to previous 
work^ ’ ^reduces the susceptibility to temper embrittlement.
5.2.2 Isothermal Embrittlement
'5.2.2.1 T600(500) Tempering Condition
The increase in DBTT with ageing time (Fig-27 ) and the increase in the 
percentage of intergranular fracture (Fig-64 ) for this tempering 
condition can be correlated with the reduction of I^C carbides and the 
appearance and increase of carbides at the grain boundaries (Fig 50 ) .
Although the proportion of the MyC^ carbides remains practically constant, 
their molybdenum content has been observed to increase with ageing time. 
There also appears to be a trend for I^C carbides inslide the grains to 
increase and MyC^ to decrease with ageing time (Fig-51 ).
It would appear, therefore, that the embrittlement for this tempering 
condition is due to: (a) an increase in the amount of ^ 23^6 grain
boundaries as a result of P^C ^ 2 3 ^ 6 transformation, (b) increase in 
molybdenum content in grain boundary Mycarbides, and possibly (c) 
increase in I^C carbides inside the grains and (d) decrease in MyC^ carbides 
inside the grains.
5.2.2.2 T67 5(20) Tempering Condition
The embrittling effects with ageing time for this tempering condition 
can be correlated with the same parameters as for the tempering condition 
T600(500) except that initially the amount of carbides increases
at a higher rate, while M^C carbides disappear after about 1,000 hrs ageing 
(Fig*48 ), after which time the embrittling effect remains constant on 
further ageing. There is also an increase in the amount of M^C carbides 
inside the grains over the same ageing stage up to 1,000 hrs (Fig-49 ).
The embrittlement, which occurs during the first 1,000 hrs, is 
therefore due to : (a) an increase in the'amount of carbides at
grain boundaries as a result of M^C and -) transformations,
(b) an increase in I^C content inside the grains and (c) an increase 
in molybdenum content of grain boundary MyC^ carbides.
5.2.2.3. T750(l) Tempering Condition
The increases in DBTT upto 500 hours and above 1000 hrs (Fig-27 )
can be correlated with an increase in the amounts of carbides both 
inside the grains and at grain boundaries, and of carbides at
grain boundaries (Fig*46 ), whereas the decrease in DBTT between 500 
and 1,000 hrs can be correlated with an increase in the amount of MyC^ 
carbides inside the grains. The initial comparatively high content, 
both inside the grains and at grain boundaries, of M^C carbides 
decreases to zero over the ageing period. During the two stages which 
the DBTT, increase, M^C transforms mainly to M2C, and during the decreasing 
stage, to MyC^.
Besides the changes in types of carbides as a result of embrittling 
treatments, there have been observed, in this tempering condition, marked 
changes in the microstructure (plate 6) , hardness (Fig-30 ) and Ostwald 
ripening of carbide particles (Fig 31 ). It should be noted that these 
' changes are most marked for ageing times between 500 and 1,000 hrs, i.e. 
the DBTT reduction region (Fig-27 ’) . The reduction in DBTT over this 
ageing region is therefore also associated with the softening of the steel 
due to coarsening of the carbide particles.
The isothermal embrittlement of this tempered condition takes place in 
three stages, as follows:-
Stage 1 (0-500 hrs) - The increase in DBTT is due to:
(a) and increase in the amount of M2C carbides, both inside the grains 
and at grain boundaries, as a result of M^C -* M2C transformation.
(b) an increase in the amount of M^C^ carbides at grain boundaries as a 
result of M3C 4 transformation, and
(c) an increase in the molybdenum content of grain boundary Mycarbides. 
Stage II (500 - 1,000 hrs) - The decrease in DBTT is due to:
(a) an increase in the amount of Myinside the grains, and possibly 
at grain boundaries, as a result of M^C 4 Mytransformation and
(b) softening of the steel.
Stage III (1,000 - 5,000 hrs) - The increase in DBTT is due to:
(a) an increase in the amount of M2C inside the grains as a result of
M^C 4 M2C transformation.
(b) an increase in the amount of M^C^ at grain boundaries as a result of
M2C M^C^ and M^C >  M23C^  tranformations, and
(c) an increase in molybdenum content of grain boundary MyC^ carbides. 
5*2*2.4 T600(100) Tempering Condition
The increase in DBTT for ageing times up to 500 hrs and 1,000 - 2,280 hrs 
can also be correlated with an increase in the formation of M2C carbides 
both at the grain boundaries and within the grains, and M^C^ carbides at 
grain boundaries (Table 19 ). Between 500 and 1,000 hrs; the DBTT decreases
slightly, and this can be correlated with the formation of MyC^ at grain 
boundaries and possibly within the grains: Besides the carbide 
transformation, a significant change in the microstructures (Plate 10) 
and hardness (Fig -30 ) were also observed. The most profound change was 
observed in the specimens which have been aged at 500°C for 500 and 1,000 hrs 
the region where the DBTT decreases slightly.
The embrittlement for this tempering condition takes place in three stages: 
Stage I (0-500 hrs) - Hie increase in DBTT is due to:
(a) an increase in the formation of M2C, possibly both at grain boundaries 
and within the grains, as a result of M^C -» M2C transformation and
(b) the formation of carbides at grain boundaries after ageing 500 hrs
as a result of M^C/M2C ^M23C6 transformto n ­
stage II (500-1,000 hrs). - The slight decrease in DBTT is due to:
(a) an increase in the formation of MyC^, as a result of M^C MyC^ 
transformation, possibly both at grain boundaries and within the grains, and
(b) slight softening of the steel.
Stage III (1,000-2,280 hrs) - The increase in DBTT is due to:
(a) an increase in the formation of f^C, possibly within the grains only, 
as a result of M^C-4 M2C transformation,
(b) an increase in the formation of at the grain boundaries, as
a result of M^C and M2C ■> transformations, and
(c) an increase in the molybdenum content of grain boundary MyC^ carbides
The decrease in -ADBTT above 2280 hours (up to 5000hrs) cannot be accounted 
for, particularly since the microstructures and hardness of the specimens 
after ageing for SOOOhrs are the same as those after ageing for 2280hrs.
5*2.2.5 T600(10) Tempering Condition
The increase in DBTT with ageing time up to 500 hrs and above 1000 hrs 
can be correlated with the reduction of M3C and the appearence and increase 
in M2C, both at the grain boundaries and within the grains and an increase 
in M23C^ at the grain boundaries for ageing times greater than 1000 hrs 
(Fig52 and Table 18). For ageing times between 200 and 500 hrs the DBTT 
increases at a lower rate than for the other regions. This can be 
correlated with the MyC^ carbides beginning to form, after an ageing time 
of 200hrs, at the expense of M^C carbides. Whereas the decrease in DBTTbetween 
500 and lOOOhrs can be correlated with an increase in the amounts of 
MyC^ carbides, both at the grain boundaries and within the grains. Also 
in this region, the chromium content of M^G carbides increased significantly • 
(sec.4,.2.2.2)before the M^C-^MyC^ transformation becomes favourable. Besides 
the change in types of carbides, some change in microstructure (Plate 9) 
and hardness (Fig-30 ) can also be seen for the ageing times between 500 
and lOOOhrs, i.e. the DBTT reduction region.
Therefore, the isothermal embrittlement of this tempered condition also 
takes place in three stages:
Stage I (0-500 hrs) - the increase in DBTT is due to:
(a) an increase in the amount of M2C carbide, both at the grain boundaries 
and within the grains, as a result of M^C -* M2C transformation and
(b) a slight increase in hardness as a result of M2C carbide formation.
Stage II (500-1000hrs) - The decrease in DBTT is due to:
(a) an increase in the amount of at grain boundaries and within the 
grains, as a result of M ^ C M y C ^  transformation,
(b) slight softening of the steel and
(c) M^C carbides gradually increase their chromium content.
Stage III (1000-5000 hrs) - The increase in DBTT is due to:
(a) an increase in the amount of carbides at grain boundaries,
as a result of M^C 4 and M2C 4 transformations,
(b) possibly an increase in the amount of M2C within the grains, as a 
result of M^C M2C transformation, and
(c) an increase in the molybdenum content of the grain boundary MyC^ 
carbides.
5.2.3 The Role of Carbides in Temper Embrittlement
From the above discussion it is apparent that temper embrittlement 
depends on the types of carbides present and their stability. The 
irregular variation of DBTT (Fig*27 ) for the T750(l), T600(100) and 
T600(10) tempering conditions is due to the presence of a comparatively 
large number of unstable M^C carbides (Tables 15, 18, 19), which undergo 
transformation to more stable (M2C and/or M^C^) carbides during the 
embrittling treatments. Recently, a somewhat different effect has been 
reported by Edwards et af3 for Ni-Cr steels containing tin and 
phosphorus. According to Edwards et al, a secondary increase in DBTT 
is attributed to the segregation of nickel and phosphorus to grain 
boundaries, which is associated with the transformation of iron-rich 
M^C to chromium-rich MyC^ carbides which contrasts with a decrease in 
DBTT in the present work. The results of this present study and those 
due to Edwards et al show further that the embrittlement process 
depends not only on the types of carbides but also on the type of steel 
used, in this case due to the presence of nickel.
Temper embrittlement in the steel of the present study is associated
with the formation of MyC within the grains and ^ 23^6 at the grain
boundaries. Both these carbides are molybdenum-rich and therefore
reduce the amount of molybdenum in solid solution, and in terms of
69the impurity segregation theory of temper embrittlement , enhance
the segregation of phosphorus to grain boundaries. It can therefore
be concluded that in the 2|Cr-lMo steel the MyC and My^C^ carbides
control the temper embrittlement process. This is in agreement with
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the studies of Wirth and Clarke who have shown that in a Ni-Cr steel
the formation of grain boundary My^C^ carbides was responsible for the
increase in the impact transition temperature. Similar observations
have been reported by Edwards and Little7 and Lemble et al7 V^ho found
that an embrittlement £>eak in 12Cr steel was associated with the
transformation of CryC^ and MyC to My-^ C^ . One of the reasons why the
presence of 1 ^ 3 6^ carbides at grain boundaries in this steel can be
correlated with the temper embrittlement process is that My^C^ carbides
have a low chromium content as compared with MyC~ and MyC. The formation
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of My^C^ carbides At the expense of these carbides ’ would result
in an increase in chromium content in solid solution, which in turn would
enhance the segregation of phosphorus to grain boundaries^’
The other major carbide constituents of the present steel are the 
chromium-rich Mycarbides which, with the exception of the T750(l), 
T600(100) and T600(10) tempering conditions, vary only slightly during 
embrittling treatments (Figs48-51 ). It can therefore be concluded 
that Mycarbides contribute very little to the temper embrittlement 
process. However, the relative amount of these carbides will affect DBTT, 
because of its effect on the concentration of chromium in solid 
solution^? Thus an increase in the amount of MyCg carbides within the •
grains would reduce DBTT, as is the case for the T750(l) temper condition 
(Fig* 27 ) and affect DBTT values in the as-tempered conditions (Table 26) * 
The M^C carbides, because of their transformation to MyC or My^C^, appear 
to have an indirect effect on the control of the temper embrittlement 
process.
5.3 The Effect of Phosphorus Segregation on Temper Embrittlement
Prior austenitic grain boundaries of 2^Cr-lMo steel can be weakened
to such an extent that they become the preferred fracture path.
Previous studies have shown that intergranular fracture is caused
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by the segregation of certain elements to grain boundaries .
We used Auger electron spectroscopy to determine which of the elements 
is segregating and causing this effect. We found that the segregating 
element was phosphorus which has previously been shown to be responsible 
for grain boundary embrittlement in steels ^  . Fig. 79 shows the average 
phosphorus grain boundary concentration (expressed as the phosphorus 
(120 eV) to iron (703 eV) peak heigh ratio) plotted as a function of 
ageing time. From this figure and DBTT curve (Fig»27 ) it can be seen 
that the most brittle specimen has the highest level of phosphorus 
segregation. Generally speaking, the DBTT of 2jCr-lMo steel appears to 
depend primarily on the phosphorus Concentration at the grain boundaries. 
This can be seen in Fig-42, which shows that the increase in DBTT is 
proportional to the grain boundary phosphorus concentration.
Furthermore, the etching method results (Fig69 ) confirm the presence y
of phosphorus at grain boundaries after embrittling treatments. From 
the figure, it can be seen that a good correlation exists between this 
result and Auger results (c, f. Fig69 and Fig .79). When the depth of 
groove was plotted against Auger peak height ratio of phosphorus to iron 
(see Fig.70) it can be noticed that there exists a linear relationship 
between the peak height ratio and mean groove depth. Therefore?in the 
discussion, the phosphorus segregation is inferred from, both the Auger and 
the etching method results.
In this part of the discussion we shall consider how the degree of 
phosphorus segregation correlates with the DBTT values or, if not, 
what other causes can affect the DBTT values. In this case the 
effect of phosphorus segregation on DBTT values can be divided into 
two groups. These two groups represent the tempering treatments which 
exhibit two different DBTT and phosphorus segregation behaviours. The 
first group was characterised by a steady increase in both DBTT and 
phosphorus concentration with ageing times until they attain constant 
values. These conditions are T600(500) and T675(20). The second group 
were characterised by an irregularity in both DBTT and phosphorus 
segregation. These conditions are T600(10), T600(100) and T750(1).
5.3.1 T600(500) and T675(20) Tanpering Conditions
These two tempering conditions have stable microstructures, before 
and after embrittling treatments. For the T600(500) tempering condition, 
the segregation of phosphorus increases steadily with ageing time until 
it approaches a steady state value (Fig*79 ),i.e. a similar curve to 
DBTT and percentage of intergranular fracture (Fig. 27 and Fig*64, 
respectively). It would therefore appear that the increase in DBTT 
and percentage of intergranular fracture with ageing times for this 
condition can be correlated with an increase in phosphorus segregation 
to grain boundaries • Similarly after longer ageing times
the constant DBTT values are accompanied by constant values of phosphorus 
segregation.
*
In the case of T675 (20) tempering condition the variations of DBTT and 
percentage of intergranular fracture with ageing times can be correlated 
with phosphorus segregation in the same way as for the T600(500) tempering 
condition, except that T675(20) tempering condition is less embrittled.
This fact can also be correlated with the lowest level of phosphorus 
concentration at grain boundaries.
It is also interesting to note that both of these tempering conditions 
have about the same hardness values (Fig. 30) throughout the ageing 
times, but their DBTT values and phosphorus concentrations are 
significantly different. This indicates that other causes such as 
the types of carbides (See Section 5.2) are also of importance in 
determining the amount of phosphorus segregation.
5.3.2. T750(1), T600(10) and T600(100) Tempering Conditions
All these three tempering conditions have less stable microstructures, 
which means that during embrittling treatments a significant change in 
microstructure will occur (plates 6,9). As a result of these changes 
the phoshporus segregation behaviour was observed to take place in two 
stages (Fig*79). For example, in the case of T750(1) tempering condition 
the first stage is an increase in phosphorus concentration, i.e. up to 
500 hrs and above lOOOhrs, the phosphorus concentration remains about 
constant. It can also be seen that the phosphorus segregation behaviour 
is similar to thcd of-Hie DBTT curve (Fig-27). It would therefore appear 
that the increase in DBTT up to 500 hrs and above 1000 hrs can be 
correlated with an increase in phosphorus concentration on the grain 
boundaries, whereas the decrease in DBTT between 500 and 1000 hrs is not 
accompanied by a decrease in phosphorus concentration but by a constant 
phosphorus concentration throughout this region. Nevertheless, a 
corresponding decrease in hardness is noted. Thus, the decrease in 
DBTT is due to the softening of the'steel. .
From the percentage of intergranular fracture (Fig. 64), it can be seen 
that over the ageing period of 500 to 1000 hrs, the decrease in DBTT 
is accompanied by a small increase in the percentage of intergranular 
even though the phosphorus concentration remains constant. This is 
because some phosphorus segregation occurs at new grain boundaries.
For the other two tempering conditions, i.e. T600(10) and T600(100), the 
variation of DBTT with ageing times can be correlated with phosphorus 
segregation in the same way as for T750(1) tempering condition.
From the above discussion, it is clear that temper embrittlement is 
associated with the segregation of phosphorus to the prior austenite 
grain boundaries. Furthermore, the level and behaviour of phosphorus 
segregation also depends on the stability of the microstructure produced 
after tempering treatments. For example, after tempering treatments, in 
the specimens which have stable microstructures, the segregation of 
phosphorus was observed to increase steadily until it attained a steady 
state level after longer ageing times (in this case the segregation of 
phosphorus exhibited equilibrium segregation behaviour with ageing times). 
Conversely, if the microstructure produced is less stable, that means 
that during ageing treatment the microstructure will change. These 
changes can be seen in plates 6, 9, 10 . In these tempering conditions 
we found that the phosphorus segregation occurs in two stages. The main 
reason for the change in the level of phosphorus segregation is believed 
to be due to the change in carbide types, i.e. from less stable carbide 
to more stable carbide which in turn off-sets the segregation of 
phosphorus. From Section 5.2 it can be seen that the predominant carbide 
transformation for the region where phosphorus remains constant, is from 
iron-rich M^C to chromium-rich M^Cy In this case the formation of M7C3
would result in a decrease in chromium concentration in solid solution 
which in turn would reduce the segregation of phosphorus to grain
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boundaries . Recently Edwards et al have found that in a Ni-Cr 
steel containing phosphorus and tin, two stage phosphorus segregation 
was seen as a result of carbide transformation, i.e. from M^C to MyC^.
It is also interesting to note that in the region where the DBTT was
observed to decrease and phosphorus concentration remains constant
(ageing time region 500 to 1000 hrs),a corresponding decrease
is noted in hardness (Fig .30 ) without a decrease in phosphorus
segregation (Fig.79 ). It is therefore apparent that small variations
in hardness (which in turn causes the softening of the steel) can
have large effects on the degree of embrittlement produced by a given
amount of phosphorus segregation, or in other words, the DBTT is shown
to depend on hardness if phosphorus concentration is held constant. This
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point has been made also by Mulford et al who showed that in a Ni-Cr 
steel doped with phosphorus, the degree of temper embrittlement increases 
with increasing hardness for a given amount of phosphorus concentration 
on the grain boundaries.
In summary, the present study shows that phosphorus is the main 
embrittling element in a commercial 2jCr-lMo steel. Furthermore, the 
segregation behaviour of phosphorus depends on the micro structures of 
the steel, especially upon the stability of carbides and also on the type 
of carbide transformation. In the region where I^C and ^ ^C^ are the 
predominant carbide formations, the segregation of phosphorus increases 
with increasing ageing times. Whereas in the region where MyC^ becomes 
the predominant carbide formation, less segregation of phosphorus is 
observed i.e. it remains almost constant .
5.4 Variations of Molybdenum and Chromium Concentrations on the
Grain Boundaries During Temper Embrittlement.
5.4.1. Molybdenum
From Fig-81 it can be seen that for all tempering conditions the grain 
boundary concentration of molybdenum remains constant throughout ageing 
treatments, except for the T600(10) and T600(100) tempering conditions 
where it tends to decrease with increasing ageing times. In this case 
the molybdenum concentration does not increase with increasing the DBTT 
values (Fig .96 ). This result means that the segregation of molybdenum 
to grain boundaries does not occur during ageing treatments, which is 
in contradiction with the previous work ^  , where they found that the 
DBTT increased with increasing the molybdenum concentration on the grain 
boundaries. A possible explanation is discussed in section 5.4.2, below.
5.4.2. Intercorrelation between molybdenum and phosphorus
From the present results we believe that there is no cosegregation 
between molybdenum and phosphorus to grain boundaries. This belief is 
based on the observation that molybdenum concentration on the grain 
boundaries was not increased with increasing phosphorus concentration, 
but in fact for T600(10) and T600 (100) tempering conditions the 
phosphorus concentration decreases with increasing molybdenum concentration. 
Therefore from this result we can conclude that the amounts of phosphorus 
on the grain boundaries are independent of the amounts of molybdenum on 
the grain boundaries. However, it is believed that the molybdenum atoms 
in solid solution do play an important role by inhibiting the segregation 
of phosphorus due to their strong interaction . Therefore it seems 
that strong molybdenum-phosphorus interaction leads to immobilisation of' 
phosphorus rather than to segregation.
All the above results are consistent with the molybdenum-rich carbides 
present on the grain boundaries and within the grains. For example 
for the stable microstructure (T600(500) and T675(20) tempering 
conditions), where the molybdenum concentration on the grain boundaries 
remains constant, we found that the molybdenum-rich M2C carbides at the 
grain boundaries are about the same throughout the ageing times, but 
within the grains the proportion of M2C carbides tends to increase with 
ageing times (Figs. 49,51)Therefore the formation of M2C carbides, 
within the grains, would reduce the molybdenum content in the solid 
solution and hence allow phosphorus to segregate to grain boundaries.
A similar trend was also observed for specimens T600(10) and T600(100). 
However, the decrease in molybdenum content of the grain boundaries 
is duefoonincrease in the formation of M2C carbides at the grain 
boundaries (M^C—^M2C carbide transformation) (Fig .52).
Furthermore, for a given phosphorus concentration on the grain boundaries, 
the molybdenum concentration of the grain boundaries depends on the 
heat treatments (tempering and ageing treatments) (Tables 24,25). This 
in turn depends on the difference in proportions of molybdenum-rich 
carbide particles at the grain boundaries.
5.4.3 Chromium
"For the stable microstructurds'(T600(500) and T675(20))'the chromium concentration
. . * ' ! . . ’ , ,
^on tjierboun'dat'ids itlcrdhsed steadily-with-ageing times .until \rt attained 
a saturation level; whereas for unstable microstructures (T600(10),
T600(100) and T750(l)), two stage chromium segregation was observed.
Unlike molybdenum, chromium concentration on the grain boundaries
was related to the phosphorus concentration upon ageing treatment (cf.
Fig. 79 and Fig. 80 ). The possible causes of these behaviours will be 
discussed in section 5.4.4.
Generally, for all tenpering conditions, the chromium concentration 
on the grain boundaries was found to increase with increasing in DBTT 
(Fig. 95 ). This result means that segregation of chromium occurred 
during ageing treatment.
5.4.4. Intercorrelation between GhromiUm and Phosphorus
In this case, a direct relationship between chromium and phosphorus 
concentrations at the grain boundaries is observed (Fig. 87a, 88a). This 
result therefore, confirms that the cosegregation of phosphorus and 
chromium towards the grain boundaries occurs during ageing treatment 
for all conditions. The segregation behaviour of chromium and 
phosphorus is strongly influenced by the microstructural changes, 
especially in terms of the the stability of the carbides, this in turn 
is determined by the thermal history prior to the final ageing treatment.
One of the possible mechanisms for the build-up of chromium and
phosphorus at grain boundaries involves the fact that chromium lowers
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the chemical potential of phosphorus in the «*-iron , or, in other
words the solubility of phosphorus in ©c-iron decreases measurably with
the addition of chromium. Nevertheless, the build-up process is very
conplicated because chromium is also a carbide former. From tables 24,25,
it can be seen that for a given phosphorus concentration on the grain
boundaries the chromium concentration detected on the grain boundaries 
consists of segregated chromium and ,also chromium from carbides. All
these depends on the ageing times. The longer the ageing time, the
higher the chromium concentration from segregated chromium and carbides.
5.5 Mechanism of Temper Embrittlement
5.5.1. Series of Mediariisms which might occur during Heat Treatment 
of Steels.
STAGE 1 - AuStenitiSaticcn
From previous work ^  it can be suggested that during austenitising
treatments phosphorus segregates to austenite (Y) grain boundaries and
remains there upcn quenching. This is illustrated in Fig. 98a . The
existence of phosphorus at prior austenite grain boundary after quenching
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was illustrated by Briant and Banerji by tempering below 350 C when 
no segregation of phosphorus was detected. This indicated that 
phosphorus present at the prior austenite grain boundaries must segregate 
during austenitsing. Therefore, a similar process is also believed to occur 
in the present steel.
STAGE 2 - Tenpering Treatments
During tenpering at temperatures higher than 550°C, the precipitation of
unstable coarse and fine M^Cfcementite), which is riched in iron, chromium
and some molybdenum, occurs at the prior austenite grain boundaries and
within the grains. Therefore, it is believed that during the formation
and coarsening of the grain boundary M^C carbide, rejection of inpurity
phosphorus from the carbide to carbide/ferrite interface would result.
90This is because the solubility of phosphorus in M^C is very low 
However, the phosphorus at the ferrite/ferrite interface will progressively 
disperse away from these boundaries. (All of them are schematically shown 
in Fig. 98b ). Although phosphorus was rejected by the growing carbides 
at the grain boundaries and accumulated at the M^C/ferrite interface, 
the intergranular fracture was not observed in the as-tempered condition.
This indicates that the presence of the phosphorus segregated at the 
M^C/ferrite interface alone does not cause intergranular fracture.
This means that, even if these boundaries have been embrittled by- 
phosphorus atoms, the intergranular fracture may not proceed along 
the ferrite/ferrite boundary which is not embrittled.
Furthermore, during tempering treatment above 550°C, the segregation
of phosphorus to grain boundaries is. reduced, because above this
temperature, chromium, which it is known can enhance the segregation of 
63phosphorus , is used in the formation of alloy carbides. As a 
result of this the chromium is not available to enhance the segregation 
of phosphorus, this in turn will make the steel to be less embrittled.
STAGE 3 - After Short Ageing Time at 500°C ( 0 to 500hrs.)
Stable M2C carbide particles, formed after short ageing times, have
been grown at the expense of unstable M^C, both at the grain boundaries
and within the grains. During this process chromium is dissolved in the
ferrite in the early stage of ageing times as a result of dissolution
of some of the coarse M^C ( see Fig. 98c ). Some of the chromium
released will concentrate at the new M^C/ferrite interface. X-ray
microanalysis of M^C for this stage have shown that the chromium content
of this carbide began to increase as conpared with the coarse M^C
present in the as-tenpered condition. All these processes would
increase the chromium content in solid solution and this would enhance
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the segregation of phosphorus to grain boundaries . At the same 
time, the phosphorus atoms in the M^C/ferrite interfaces or boundaries 
are also released as a result of this carbide dissolution ( Fig. 98c.-)
and phosphorus concentration in ferrite (solid solution) increases and 
is therefore free to segregate to grain boundaries with the chromium.
Additionally, the formation-of .M^ C .at the grain boundaries and within
the grains would also reduce the molybdenum content in ferrite and
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hence allow the phosphorus to segregate to grain boundaries
This indicates that during this stage the embrittlement is associated 
with phosphorus segregation from within the grains to grain boundaries 
as a result of an increase in chromium concentration and a reduction 
in molybdenum concentration in the solid solution, due to M^C — > I^C 
carbide transformation.
STAGE 4 - After intermediate Ageing Time at 500°C (500 to lOOOhrs.)
In this region the main carbide transformation is from M^C and some I^C
to MyC^, both at grain boundaries and within the grains. Before M^C is
replaced by MyC^ , the chromium content of M^C increases to saturation
until the transformation becomes favourable ( schematically shown in
Fig.98d). This process means that the chromium content in solid
solution would drop and this in turn would reduce the segregation
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of phosphorus to grain boundaries .
In the case of I^C carbide, no new precipitation of this carbide was 
observed to occur, either at the grain boundaries or within the grains. 
In addition to this, MyC
process would increase the molybdenum content in solid solution, 
allowing, phosphorus to remain in solid solution. This in turn
would reduce the segregation of phosphorus to grain boundaries.
-is also formed at the expense of I^C and this
Furthermore, the M^C —— * MyCg carbide transformation is usually 
accompanied by a change in the morphology of the carbide from 
coarse M^C to small MyCy (Schematically shown from Fig. 98c to Fig.98d), 
If the steel contains a considerable number of coarse carbides forming 
continously at the grain boundaries, then they would certainly provide 
an easier path for crack propagation through carbide/ferrite boundaries 
than through ferrite/ferrite boundaries. When the steel contains a 
significant number of spheroidised carbides as a result of carbide 
transformation at grain boundaries and within the grains, it would 
certainly be more difficult to fracture along this boundary than the 
previous coarse carbide/ferrite boundary, i.e. for a given amount of 
phosphorus concentration. This means that in the present stage the 
decrease in DBTT is also due to softening of the steel as a result of 
carbide transformation and spheroidisation, rather than desegregation 
of phosphorus (phosphorus remains constant throughout this stage).
STAGE 5 - After long Ageing Time at 500°C (1000 up to 5000hrs.)
The carbide particles formed after prolonged ageing have been found 
to be stable carbides which were produced by the following carbide 
transformations:
MzC--»^3C6 \
r at grain boundaries
M3C— ♦M23C6 )
^3^ ' * ^ 2^ } within the grains
Because the predominant carbides formed were molybdenum1rich, these
transformations would reduce the molybdenum content in solid solution
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and hence allow phosphorus to segregate to grain boundaries
The phosphorus actually cosegregates with chromium and this process 
continues until equilibrium is attained. (All processes are shown 
schematically in Fig. 98e).
In the case of specimens T600(500) and T675(20), between 0 up to 
5000hrs, this last stage is the main mechanism of temper embrittlement. 
This is because, the carbide types formed during tempering treatments 
are predominantly stable caibides, the re fore, stages 2-4 are unlikely 
to occur during ageing treatments-which can affect the segregation 
of phosphorus.
Concluding Remark.
From above series of caibide transformation and segregation of
phosphorus it seems, therefore, that concentration variations of
phosphorus and alloying elements in temper embrittlement process
can not be fully understood by a simple application of equilibrium
segregation model —  together with some kind of irreversible
91process such as that proposed by Rellick and McMahan . The change 
in carbide types, both at grain boundaries and within the grains, 
during ageing must be considered separately.
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Fig. 98 Schematic diagram showing series of carbide transformations 
occur during heat treatments which can affect the chromium 
and molybdenum concentrations and phosphorus segregation.
6. CONCLUSIONS
1. On tempering and ageing of quenched 2|Cr-lMo steel the sequence 
of changes in carbide transformations was:
2. The carbides contained in tempered and aged 2gCr-lMo steel can be 
uniquely identified in terms of the relative heights of EDAX spectra 
peaks for iron, chromium and molybdenum.
3. The DBTT of the as-tempered condition for the 2gCr-lMo steel
at the grain boundaries and within the grains. For the lowest DBTT 
the content of MyC^ carbide should be highest and that of the other 
carbides lowest.
4. On embrittling at 500°C temper embrittlement is enhanced by the 
increase in the amount of M2C carbides inside the grains and of I^C^ 
carbides at grain boundaries, and reduced by an increase in MyC^ carbides 
inside the grains.
5. The DBTT values for the as-tempered condition are controlled by the 
amount of MyC^ present inside the grains.
6. Ihe M^C carbides have an indirect effect on temper embrittlement, 
depending on whether they transform to MyC^ (decrease in DBTT) or to 
M2C and/or (increase in DBTT).
M3C
m 2c * M6c
depends on the amounts of M2C, M^ C, MyC^ and M 2^ C^  carbides present
7. The temper embrittlement of the 2jCr-lMo steel was associated 
with the segregation of phosphorus and chromium to the prior austenite 
grain boundaries. In this case the segregation and embrittlement behaviour 
is influenced by the tempering treatment through its effect on the carbide 
types present, both at the grain boundaries and within the grains.
8. The molybdenum was observed not to co-segregate with phosphorus to 
the grain boundaries, but when molybdenum is present in solid solution,
it does play an important role by inhibiting the segregation of phosphorus.
9. For a given hardness level the degree of phosphorus segregation 
depends on the carbide types present at the grain boundaries and within
the grains. In this case the degree of phosphorus segregation is the highest 
for the higher proportion of MyC carbides and the lowest for the higher 
proportion of MyC^ carbides.
10. The complex behaviour of temper embrittlement processes in the 
2gCr-lMo steel demonstrates how important the formation of different 
types of carbides is during tempering and ageing, and this difference 
should be studied in detail for any similar material. The complex behaviour 
of temper embrittlement also shows the danger, of extrapolating the results 
from short term ageing times to longer times. This has particularly 
important implications to the long term in-service performance of 
components in engineering plant with respect to operation within the 
embrittling temperature range.
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(d) Tempered at 675°C for 20hrs. (e) Tempered at 750°C for lhr.
Plate 1 Microstructures of as-tempered conditions-2£Cr-lMo steel.
(Carbon extraction replica) Magnification: 9000X.
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Plate 2. M^C inside the grain. Plate 3. at the grain boundary. 
Specimen T600(500). Specimen T600(500).
Mag. : X75000. Mag. : X21000.
Plate 4. M^C at the grain 
boundary.
Specimen T600(10). 
Mag. : X21000.
Plate 5. M^C inside the grain. 
Specimen T600(10). 
Mag. : X60000.
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(a) T750(l) condition (b) T750(l) and aged at 500°C
for 200hr.
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(c) T750(l) and aged at (d) T750(l) and aged at 500 C
500°C for 500hr. for lOOOhr.
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(e) T750(l) and aged at (f) T750(l) and aged at 500°C
500°C for 2280hr. for 5000hr.
Plate 6 Transmission electron micrographs of carbon extraction 
replicas taken from specimen T750(l),2|Cr-lMo steel, 
Magnification:9000X.
(a) T675(20) condition (b) T675(20) and aged at 500°C
for 200hr.
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(c) T675(20) and aged at 500°C (d) T675(20) and aged at 500°C
500°C for 500hr. for lOOOhr.
(e) T675(20) and aged at (f) T675(20) and aged at 500°C
500°C for 2280hr. for 5000hr.
Plate 7 Transmission electron micrographs of carbon extraction 
replicas taken from specimen T675(20), 2|Cr-lMo steel. 
Magnification: 9000X.
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(a) T600(500) condition (b) T600(500) and aged at 500 C
, w m for 200hr.
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(d) T600(500) and aged at 500°C 
500°C for 500hr. for lOOOhr.
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(e) T600(500) and aged at (f) T600(500) and aged at 500°C
500°C for 2280hr. for 5000hr.
Plate 8 Transmission electron micrographs of carbon extraction 
replicas taken from specimen T600(500) t 2iCr-lMo steel. 
Magnification: 9000X.
(a) T600(10) condition (b) T600(10) and aged at 500°C
for 200hr.
(c) T600(10) and aged at 
500°C for 500hr.
(d) T600(10) and aged at 500°C 
for lOOOhr.
(e) T600(10) and aged at 
500°C for 2280hr.
(f) T600(10) and aged at 500 C 
ffor 5000HR.
Plate 9 Transmission electron micrographs of carbon extraction 
replicas taken from specimen T600(10), 2iCr-lMo steel. 
Magnification: 9000X.
(a) T600(100) condition (b) T600(100) and aged at 500°C
for 200hr.
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(c) T600(100) and aged at 
500°C for 500hr.
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(d) T600(100) and aged at 500°C 
for lOOOhr.
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(e) T600(100) and aged at 
500°C for 2280hr.
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(f) T600(100) and aged at 500 C 
for 5000hr.
Plate 10 Transmission electron micrographs of carbon extraction 
replicas taken from specimen T600(100), 2|Cr-lMo steel. 
Magnification: 9000X.
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(a) T750(l) and aged at 500°C for lOOOhr. Magnification:60000X.
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(b) T750 and aged at 500°C for lOOOhr. Magnification:21000X.
Plate 11 Transmission electron micrographs of carbon extraction 
replicas showing the distinct M 2 C carbide morphologies.
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(a) T600(500) and aged at 500°C for 500hr. Magnification:21000X.
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(b) T600(500) and aged at 500 C for 500hr. Magnification:21000X.
Plate 12 Transmission electron micrographs of carbon extraction 
replicas showing the distinct M£C carbide morphologies.
Platel6 Grain boundaries 
carbide, specimen
Platel5 Carbide particles within 
grains, specimen T600(10)
Platel3 Microstructure showing Platel4 Feathery M^C carbide, 
M C carbides within the within the grains;
grains. Specimen T600(10), specimen T600(10).
Mag. : 21000X. Mag. : 21000X.
A1 - coarse M C 
A* - fine M3CJ
T600(10).
Mag. : 60000X.
Mag. : 150000X. 
A-Accicular/needle M^C 
carbide.
B-Platelets M^C carbide.
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Specimen T600(10) and aged at 500°C for lOOOhr. Mag. : X150,000. 
Plate 17. MyC^ carbides at grain boundaries and inside grains.
A  ^- MyC^ at grain boundary.
Ay - MyC^ inside grain.
Specimen T600(100) Mag. : X60000.
Plate 18. Micrograph showing very fine MyC and M^C carbides 
inside grains.
Af - MyC at grain boundary; Ay - MyC inside grain; 
B - Fine M^C inside grain.
(a) High hardness level. Mag. : X930.
(b) Low hardness level. Mag. : X930.
Plate 19. Fractographs of as-tempered conditions (fractured at -196°C), 
Charpy impact specimen. Types of fracture : ’quasi-cleavage’.
(a) T750(l) and aged at 500°C for 200hrs. Transgranular fracture 
surface (carbide particles are M^C, M^C and 
Magnification: 9000X.
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(b) T750(l) and aged at 500 C for 2280hrs. Intergranular fracture 
surface (carbide particles are M2 C, and .
Plate 20 Transmission electron micrographs of carbon extraction 
replicas from the fracture surface of 2jCr~lMo steel.
w m m m
(a) High hardness level.
(b) h m i liardness level.
Plate 21. Fractographs of ductile fracture surface for upper-shelf
of absorbed energy ( Room Tesoperature ) - As~teTnperad 
conditions.
Mag. : X380.
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(a) High hardness level
(b) Low hardness level 
Plate 25. Fracture appearance for 2|Cr-lMo steel after embrittling 
treatment at 500°C for 500hr. ( Mixture of intergranular 
and transgranular fracture ).
Mag. : X1000.

Magnification: 4500X(a) Un-erabrittled specimen
(b) Embrittled specimen Magnification: 4500X
Plate 27 Secondary crack on fracture surface of 2|Cr-lMo steel.
(a) T600(10) Tempering condition
M u t m
(b) T600(500) Tempering condition
Plate 28 Fracture appearance of 2|Cr-lMo steel after embrittling 
treatment at 500°C for 5000hrs. (SEM Micrographs). 
Magnification: 1200X.
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Plate29 Effect of aqueous picric acid, 5 minutes etch
on specimen of 2|Cr-lMo steel. Magnification:1280X,
(a) As-tempered condition(T750(l)).
(b) T750(l) and aged at 500°C for lOOOhr.
(c) T750(l) and aged at 500°C for 5000hr.

Plate 31 Scanning electron micrograph of fractured 2|Cr-lMo steel. 
A: Intergranular area 
B: Transgranular area
APPENDIX i
Values of 102 Joule (75 ft.lb) transition temperature.
• HEAT TREATMENT AGEING TIME 
(HRS.)
TRANSITION 
TEMPERATURE 
DBTT, °C
DEGREE OF 
EMBRITTLEMENT 
ADBTT, °C
T600(100) 0 -102.5
200 - 76 26.5
500 “ 61 41.5
1000 -64 38.5
2280 - 38 64.5
5000 - 58 44.5
T600(500) 0 - 86
200 - 80 6
500 - 56 30
1000 - 48 38
. 2280 - 37 49
5000 - 36.5 49.5
T675(20) 0 -114
200 -104 10
500 - 91.5 22.5
1000 - 81 33
2280 - 79 35
5000 - 79 35
T750(l) 0 -111
200 -100 11
500 - 81 30
1000 -106(-89) 5(22)
2280 - 75 36
5000 - 60 51
T600(10) 0
200
500
1000
2280
5000
- 99
- 72
- 66
- 70
- 60 
- 47
27
33
27
39
52 .
